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the expression of other SLRPs were noted in the biglycan mutant genotypes. Changes were also found in
total collagen content and collagen structure, although collagen characteristics could not completely
explain the viscoelastic changes measured. These results suggest that decorin and biglycan play a role in
tendon viscoelasticity. Finally, a multiple regression statistical model was used to determine the
compositional and structural components that predict mechanical properties. Challenges with this type of
model with small tissue size were discussed. Complex interactions between SLRPs and collagen were
present in all models and demonstrate the importance of considering the amounts of other components
in the tissue when examining structure-function relationships.
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ABSTRACT
RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN DECORIN AND BIGLYCAN, STRUCTURE AND
TENDON MECHANICS USING MUTANT MOUSE MODELS
LeAnn M. Dourte
Louis J. Soslowsky
Tendons have a complex mechanical behavior that depends on their composition
and structure. Understanding structure-function relationships may elucidate important
differences in the functional behaviors of specific tendons and guide targeted treatment
modalities and tissue engineered constructs. Specifically, the interactions of small
leucine-rich proteoglycans (SLRPs) with collagen fibrils, association with water and role
in fibrillogenesis suggest that SLRPs may play an important role in tendon mechanics.
Some studies have assessed the role of SLRPs in the mechanical response of tendon, but
the relationships between sophisticated mechanics, assembly of collagen and SLRPs have
not been well characterized. Therefore, the aim of this study was to evaluate the
structure-function relationships between complex tendon mechanics, structure and
composition with a focus on decorin and biglycan, two Class I SLRPs. Utilizing
homozygous null and heterozygous mutant genotype mouse models, the amount of
SLRPs were varied to allow for the study of the “dose” response on tendon mechanics. A
statistical model was used to explore the coordinated roles of the measured matrix
molecules to better understand the structure-function relationships in tendon and account
for compensation often seen in mutant models. In the decorin and biglycan mutant
genotype mice, no changes were seen in any elastic tensile or compressive properties
iii

compared to wild type. However, viscoelastic mechanical properties were altered in
decorin heterozygotes and biglycan nulls and heterozygotes. Compensatory increases in
the expression of other SLRPs were noted in the biglycan mutant genotypes. Changes
were also found in total collagen content and collagen structure, although collagen
characteristics could not completely explain the viscoelastic changes measured. These
results suggest that decorin and biglycan play a role in tendon viscoelasticity. Finally, a
multiple regression statistical model was used to determine the compositional and
structural components that predict mechanical properties. Challenges with this type of
model with small tissue size were discussed. Complex interactions between SLRPs and
collagen were present in all models and demonstrate the importance of considering the
amounts of other components in the tissue when examining structure-function
relationships.
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Chapter 1. Introduction

A. Introduction
Tendons play a dynamic mechanical role in transmitting load from muscle to
bone. They are hierarchical tissues composed of organized collagens, proteoglycans,
other glycoproteins, water and cells with the extracellular matrix (ECM) components
providing structural integrity to the tissue. It is thought that the composition and structure
of tendon are important in the proper mechanical function of the tissue and changes in its
makeup result in altered mechanics both in functional adaptation and in injury.
Tendon injuries are common and the number and severity of tendon injuries will
continue to increase in our aging and active population.48 Tendon injuries are of concern
because they heal slowly and rarely regain normal function. Surgery, rehabilitation,
medication and tendon grafts have all been employed to improve healing.8, 15, 50, 69
However, despite advances, adhesion formation, re-ruptures and decreased function are
still common problems most likely due to the complexity in recreating the natural tissue
architecture and resulting mechanical behavior.13, 15
Tendon is a dynamic tissue that sees multiple loading modalities and therefore has
complex mechanical properties. Strength is needed to transmit high forces from muscle to
bone. Viscoelastic tissue characteristics are important to control fine movements and to
conserve energy. For example, in an isometric muscle contraction, the tendon elongates
so the muscle fibers can shorten while still holding the limb position, thus, tendon creep
increases muscle performance.44 Understanding this complex tissue response requires
1

knowledge of how individual tendon constituents and their structural arrangement affect
mechanical properties.
Tendon ECM can be described as a biocomposite material consisting of collagen
fibers surrounded by an extrafibrillar matrix. Many studies have focused on the role of
these fibers on the tensile properties of tendon; however, fibers alone cannot completely
explain the viscoelastic and non-linear response of tendon.6, 23, 28 The interactions of small
leucine-rich proteoglycans (SLRPs) with other ECM molecules, such as collagen fibrils,
as well as their association with water have suggested SLRPs may play a role in tendon
mechanics. Specifically, two class I SLRPs, decorin and biglycan, have been shown to
have varying expression and accumulation during the development and healing processes
during which large changes in mechanical properties occur.2, 68 However, there is little
data elucidating the structure-function relationships in mature, healthy tendon and what
little data does exist has mainly evaluated tensile elasticity.
In order to understand, predict, prevent, and treat tendon injury, it is critical to
develop a complete understanding of the mechanical capability of this tissue. This study
will greatly increase the fundamental knowledge of the structure, composition, and
mechanical behavior of tendon as well as elucidate the complex relationships between
them. In addition, it will provide insight into the reasons behind normal tissue adaptation
that have been observed based on in vivo loading conditions.
Therefore, the overall aim of this study is to evaluate the structure-function
relationships between complex tendon mechanics, structure, and composition with a
focus on decorin and biglycan. Utilizing homozygous null and heterozygous mutant
genotype mouse models, the amount of SLRPs will be varied to allow for the study of the
2

“dose” response on tendon mechanics. A statistical model will be used to explore the
coordinated roles of the measured matrix molecules to better understand the structurefunction relationships in tendon and account for the compensation often seen in mutant
models.

B. Background
B1. Tendon Structure and Composition
Tendon has a sophisticated composition and hierarchical structure which makes
understanding the relationships between structure, composition and mechanical function
difficult. Fibroblasts are the main cell type in tendon and are spindle shaped.37, 67 They
align in rows between collagen fibers and are responsible for the biosynthesis and
maintenance of the tissue. The extracellular matrix (ECM), in which the cells are
embedded, provides the primary structural makeup of the tissue. Tendon composition is
known to change with injury and hence the ability to function normally.64 However, little
is known about relationships between tendon composition, structure and mechanics.
Building a foundation based in normal, uninjured tendon relationships is a step toward a
better understanding of tendon injury and repair.
a. ECM composition
The largest component of tendon ECM is water, composing ~70% of the total wet
weight.36, 67 Next, Type I collagen accounts for ~65-80% of the dry weight and is the
major constituent of the collagen fibers.37, 61 Proteoglycans (PGs) consist of a protein core
with a varying number of covalently attached, negatively charged glycosaminoglycan
(GAG) chains.71 These glycoproteins make up 1-5% of tendon’s dry weight with type and
3

concentration depending on the in vivo functional demands of the tendon.64, 67 Small
proteoglycans such as decorin, biglycan, lumican and fibromodulin are mainly found in
the tensile region of tendon while large proteoglycans such as aggrecan and versican
occur more frequently in the compressed regions. Due to their negative charge, they are
extremely hydrophilic and therefore bind and trap water.58 Tendons also contain other
glycoproteins such as elastin (~2% dry weight) and a small amount of other minor
collagens such as collagens XII and XIV which are present in varying amounts during
development and maturation.3, 37, 45, 61
b. ECM structure
Tendon has a complex organizational structure at both the tissue level and in the
collagen
microarchitecture. At the
tissue level, tendon can be
described as a
biocomposite with
collagen fibers surrounded
by a gel-like extrafibrillar
matrix with interactions
Fig 1.1 Tendon hierarchical structure. Detail A shows location of

between the fibrils and

PGs.20

extrafibrillar matrix. The collagen fibers are aligned with the long axis of the tendon and
have a hierarchical design (Fig 1.1).37, 64, 67 Collagen molecules combine to form ordered
units of microfibrils and fibrils. Fibrils orient in a distinct longitudinal line and display a
crimp pattern. Fibrils are subsequently organized into fascicles between which the tendon
4

fibroblasts are aligned. The development of this hierarchical structure is a process known
as collagen fibrillogenesis. It is a multi-step process and each step is regulated by specific
fibril associated collagenous and non-collagenous proteins such as minor collagens and
proteoglycans.73, 74
In tendon, the small leucine-rich family of proteoglycans or SLRPs interact with
the collagen fibrils (Fig 1.1, Detail A), binding to specific sites on the collagen fibril via
their protein core. An imaging study in the human ligament has suggested that the
negatively charged GAG chains are oriented perpendicular to the collagen axis, extending
into the extrafibrillar space.32

B2. Tendon Mechanics
a. Tensile properties
Tendon is a dynamic tissue that transmits load from muscle to bone. It is an
inhomogeneous, anisotropic, nonlinear, and viscoelastic
A

material.13 It is one of the strongest tensile bearing soft
tissues in the body mainly due to the strong collagen fibers

Load

Constant load

typical stress strain curve consists of a non-linear toe region
followed by an elastic linear region until specimen yield
and/or failure.
Tendons are also viscoelastic materials meaning
they are both time and load history dependent. These

Time

B
Deformation

A

Stress

and their orientation along the loading direction.

Deformation

Creep

13, 37, 64, 67

Constant deformation

Stress relaxation

Time

Fig 1.2 Creep (A) and stress
relaxation (B) are viscoelastic
characterizations of tendon
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effects can be seen in creep and stress relaxation responses (Fig 1.2) as well as in the
dynamic response to a sinusoidal load (Fig 1.3). In addition, they are strain rate
dependent so that, for instance, a higher strain rate leads to a higher stiffness. Another
mechanical feature observed in tendon is the
phenomenon of preconditioning. Large areas of

Load

energy loss are noted in cyclic elongation which
decreases with time as the tissue becomes

Displacement

conditioned.
b. Compressive properties

Fig 1.3 Dynamic tissue response to
a sinusoidal displacement

Although the main forces that tendons undergo are tensile, many tendons
experience complex loading conditions such as compression, torsion and shear.
Furthermore, compressive properties transverse to the fiber direction may be of interest
due to the Poisson effect in tension. As the tissue is elongated in tension, the tissue
narrows transverse to the fiber direction, compressing the tissue. Currently, the elastic
tensile characteristics of tendon are well documented; 4, 10, 14, 61, 63 however, compressive
properties remain widely unknown. Those studies that do exist have characterized the
tissue properties using unconfined compression and indentation techniques. They have
found compressive properties are nonhomogenous throughout the thickness of the tissue39
and are anisotropic and therefore vary based on test direction.66 Properties also differ
along the length of the tendon and between extrasynovial and intrasynovial tendons.62
These changes may be adaptive and based on in vivo loading conditions.

B3. Small Leucine Rich Proteoglycans (SLRPs)
6

a. Composition and Structure
There are two classes of small leucine-rich proteoglycans (SLRPs) which occur in
tendon; class I which includes decorin and biglycan and class II which includes
fibromodulin and lumican. Both classes are characterized by the presence of leucine-rich
repeats in their protein core. Decorin and biglycan primarily carry the GAGs chondroitin
or dermatan sulfate (CS/DS) while fibromodulin and lumican primarily carry keratan
sulfate (KS). Decorin is the most common PG in tendon.71
The SLRP family of PGs is fibril binding with decorin and biglycan having
distinct binding sites along the D-period of type I collagen fibrils.60 Decorin and biglycan
compete for the same binding site which is distinct from the fibromodulin/lumican site.
There is additional evidence that their
associated GAG chains are oriented
orthogonal to the fiber direction, into
the interfibrillar space (Fig 1.4).32, 59
Evidence for binding of the
glycosaminoglycan side chains of
these proteoglycans to other molecules

Fig 1.4 Decorin binds along the type one collagen
fibril with its associated GAG in the extrafibrillar
space (www.sigmaaldrich.com)

such as water also exists.58
Decorin and biglycan are coded for by genes mapping to human chromosomes
12q23 and X respectively and homologous regions on mouse chromosomes 10 and X.35
They both have a central region with 10 leucine-rich repeats flanked by two cysteine-rich
domains. Modeling of decorin demonstrates a horseshoe-shaped structure with
dimensions that would permit the interaction with a single collagen triple helix.59 Decorin
7

and biglycan also contain an N-terminal domain that is substituted with one or two
CS/DS glycosaminoglycans, respectively.35
b. SLRP Animal Models
Previous studies have found that SLRPs associate with collagen fibrils and
regulate lateral growth during tendon development46 as well as implicated them in tendon
mechanics.55, 58, 59 The mouse is an attractive model to study tendon structure-function
relationships due to the availability of mutant genotype models as well as being an
established model for tendon biomechanical tests.3, 54 Mutant genotype mice have been
developed to study a variety of SLRPs including fibromodulin, lumican, decorin, and
biglycan, as well as combinations of alterations in these molecules.
Mutant genotype mice have been used to explore both the developmental and
mechanical roles of decorin and biglycan. Phenotypic changes have been noted in these
animals system wide including changes
in the musculoskeletal and cutaneous
systems.1, 17, 19 In the flexor digitorum
longus (FDL) of decorin null mice,
semi-quantitative Western-blots
demonstrated the absence of decorin
Fig 1.5 Immuno-localization showing upregulation of biglycan in decorin deficient FDL73

while biglycan was increased from
wildtype.73 Immuno-localization studies

confirmed the increase in biglycan but with comparable localization to wildtype (Fig 1.5).
However, in a similar study in the periodontal ligament, this increase in biglycan was not
seen suggesting a tissue dependent response.30 Conversely, in the biglycan null animals,
8

decorin content remained at wildtype levels in the absence of biglycan (D.E. Birk,
personal communication). It has also been demonstrated that a third level of decorin and
biglycan expression can be obtained in heterozygous mice (D.E. Birk, personal
communication). Both decorin and biglycan heterozygotes demonstrated reduced levels
of the respective proteoglycan at 47 and 42% of wildtype respectively. This shows that
the number of functional alleles is related to the protein expression and that the level of
expression can be controlled by manipulating the number of active alleles.
c. Role in Collagen Fibril Formation
Mice deficient in
decorin have abnormal fibrils in
the dermis and tendons. 19, 73
The fibril shape is irregular
relative to the wildtype controls
and the fibrils from the
deficient tissues also have
larger diameters (Fig 1.6).
These differences were shown
to be greater in the tendon than
in the dermis indicating a

Fig 1.6 Transmission electron microscopy images
of FDL tendon fibril cross-sections. Decorin null
mice have larger diameter fibrils than wildtype
and more irregularly shape fibrils (arrows).73

tissue-specificity. In addition, fibrils in the tail tendon fascicle have a more irregular
shape than in the FDL tendons demonstrating that differences exist even within a tissue
type.73 Transmission electron microscopy performed on post-natal days P1, P10, P60,
P90 as well 7.5 month old mouse FDL tendons showed irregular fibril profiles in decorin
9

deficient tendon compared to wildtype at all ages (Fig 1.7).73 As the animals matured,
fibril diameter distribution widened with an additional larger diameter population.
Although the distribution increased, it remained bimodal which is characteristic of mature
wildtype tendons.47, 73
Biglycan-deficient mice also have abnormal
collagen fibril structures in a variety of tissues
including skin, bone, tooth, and tendons.

frequency (%)
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larger diameters in deficient versus wild type
tissues.72 Mature biglycan-deficient mice have
demonstrated disruptions in skeletal growth. In
addition, these mice develop osteoarthritis and
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ectopic ossifications of tendons that may be a

Fig 1.7 Fibril diameter distributions
in FDL tendons at 2 and 3 months73

secondary effect dependent on joint instability
resulting from compromised tendons/ligaments.

B4. Tendon Structure-Function Relationships
a. Structure Function Relationships in Tension
While many studies have been conducted to evaluate the structure-function
relationships in tendon, understanding is still limited. Tendon composition has been
shown to vary with the in vivo loading conditions seen by the tissue.7, 9, 37 For example, in
flexor and extensor tendons, mechanical differences have been shown to be correlated
10

with differences in matrix components.6 In addition, in “wrap-around” tendons where the
tendon passes over a bony structure it has been noted that there is a larger distribution of
collagen fiber orientation and higher and altered PG content.7 These observations suggest
an adaptive structural and compositional response that if better understood could increase
our fundamental understanding of structure-function relationships.
In the tensile elastic response, collagen fibers are thought to dominate. The toe
region of the stress-strain curve is attributed to the straightening of fiber crimp and the
reorientation of collagen fibers under load.14, 38, 63 High tensile stiffness in the linear
region is ascribed to the inherent strength of collagen and the failure region is the
breaking of these fibers and their bonds to the extrafibrillar matrix.37, 61 The structurefunction relationships responsible for tendon viscoelasticity are still a subject of debate.
Possible influences include inherent viscoelasticity of the collagen fibers,57 components
of the extrafibrillar matrix,6, 28, 49, 51, 65 and movement of fluid within and in/out of the
tissue during loading.5, 16, 18
More specifically, previous studies have noted a positive correlation between
collagen fibril diameter and/or area
fraction and elastic tensile
properties.21, 22, 27 However, similar
relationships have not been seen in the
healing tendon and ligament where
fibril diameters remain constant
despite increasing mechanical
Fig 1.8 Tensile modulus of three different
mouse tendons. Mean ± SD shown. *p<0.00454
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parameters.25, 26 These studies have instead shown an increase in both small and large
diameter fibrils during healing, leading to a constant mean diameter but increasing
spread. Relationships between fibril size/distribution and tendon mechanics are still not
completely understood.
The role of PGs and GAGs in both tendon elastic and viscoelastic properties has
been a subject of debate. Biomechanical studies have demonstrated a decrease in tensile
strength of the dermis in decorin null mice in concert with changes in fibril size and
morphology.19 Another study examined the differences in elastic properties in 8-10 week
old mice with changes in the amount of PGs.54 FDL tendons and patellar tendons
between wildtype (CTL), decorin null (DKO) and biglycan null (BKO) mice showed
differences in modulus that varied based on tendon type (Fig 1.8). In addition,
mechanical differences between decorin nulls and wildtype have demonstrated agespecific differences.73
Other studies have used
mutant genotypes to evaluate the
relationship between PGs and
tendon viscoelasticity. In 8 week
old decorin null mice, tail
tendon fascicles had more
relaxation than age matched
wildtypes and relaxed faster than
mutants with a reduction in

Fig 1.9 Eight week old decorin null mice (DK08)
relaxed more that aged matched wildtypes (CTL8) and
faster than mutants with a reduction in collagen (C1M8).
Three week old wildtypes with more PGs relaxed slower
than all other groups.23
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collagen (Fig 1.9).23 In addition, 3 week old wildtype mice, which demonstrate increased
GAG content, were shown to have a slower relaxation than all other groups. Both 8 week
decorin nulls and 3 week wildtype groups were also shown to have altered strain rate
sensitivity compared to 8 week wildtypes.56 Overall, these results support the concept that
PGs/GAGs play a role in tendon elastic and viscoelastic properties although it is still
unclear which changes are due to their role in collagen fibrillogenesis and which are the
inherent role of the PG.
Another approach to determining the role of GAGs in mechanical properties has
been with the use of enzymatic GAG digestion. In ligament, this approach has shown no
differences between native and GAG digested tensile or shear elastic and viscoelastic
properties.40, 41, 65 Similarly, no differences in viscoelastic parameters were seen with the
same approach in the rat tail tendon fascicle24 Conversely, in the mouse Achilles tendon,
it was shown that changes in elastic modulus were significantly different between native
and GAG digested samples although these changes varied locally along the length of the
tendon.52 Additionally, a decrease in hysteresis was shown after GAG digestion in
tendons from the palmaris longus muscle.43
Overall, these studies have begun to distinguish the relationships between
structure, composition and mechanics but are confounded by differences in tissue type
and function, age and the mechanical parameter measured. These studies suggest a
complex relationship between matrix constituents and a need for a more sensitive
analysis method to detect the influence of PGs and their interactions with other molecules
in the collagen fiber-dominated tensile mechanical tests.
b. Structure Function Relationships in Compression
13

As mentioned previously, data regarding tendon compressive properties is limited.
Recently, a study in the porcine medial collateral ligament investigated changes in
compressive properties with enzymatic digestion of sulfated GAGs.33 Removal of GAGs
resulted in an increase in transverse permeability and decreased peak stress. These results
suggest that GAGs play a role in modulating the fluid flow-dependent viscoelasticity of
the tissue. It should be noted that differences between tendons and ligaments exist i.e.
functionally and compositionally, however, like tendon, they mainly contain SLRPs as
compared to other types of PGs.12 In general, parallels may be drawn between the two
tissues and therefore this study suggests PGs may play a role in tendon compressive
mechanics.
Historically, compressive properties have been extensively investigated in
cartilage based upon the in vivo loading conditions it experiences.29, 42 Although
fundamental differences exist between tendon and cartilage, parallels may be drawn to
provide a starting point for tendon studies. The main PG in cartilage is aggrecan, a large
aggregating molecule that due to its high fixed negative charge results in a highly
hydrated tissue. It should be noted that these PGs have a very large number of
polyanionic GAG chains and therefore have stronger associations with water than the
relatively smaller SLRPs found in tendon. Cartilage compressive properties are highly
correlated with PG content since PGs sequester water which helps resist compressive
loads.29, 31, 42 Loss of PGs has been shown to decrease cartilage compressive stiffness and
is a key characteristic of osteoarthritis.34, 53 Despite differences in PG type and in vivo
loading conditions, cartilage studies lend support towards PGs playing a role in complex
tendon mechanics.
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C. Specific Aims and Hypotheses
The overall aim of this study is to evaluate the structure-function relationships
between decorin and biglycan, structure and complex tendon mechanics. Utilizing
homozygous null and heterozygous mutant genotype mouse models, the amount of
SLRPs will be varied to allow for the study of the “dose” response on tendon mechanics.
A statistical model will be used to explore the coordinated roles of the measured matrix
molecules to better understand the structure-function relationships in tendon and account
for the compensation often seen in mutant models. The Specific Aims and associated
hypotheses are:
Specific Aim 1: To evaluate the structural, compositional and mechanical changes in
decorin null (Dcn-/-) and decorin heterozygote (Dcn+/-) mouse patellar tendons compared
to wildtype (Dcn+/+).
Hypothesis 1: In the decorin null mice compared to wildtype, no changes will be seen in
tensile elastic, tensile viscoelastic or compressive elastic properties due to biglycan
compensation. In the decorin heterozygotes, tensile viscoelastic and compressive
properties will be decreased. In both null and heterozygote mice, fibril diameters will be
increased with a larger spread. No changes will be seen in total collagen content.
Specific Aim 2: To evaluate the structural, compositional and mechanical changes in
biglycan null (Bgn-/-) and biglycan heterozygote (Bgn+/-) mouse patellar tendons
compared to wildtype (Bgn+/+).
Hypothesis 2: In the biglycan null mice compared to wildtype, tensile elastic, tensile
viscoelastic and compressive elastic properties will be decreased. In the biglycan
15

heterozygotes, tensile viscoelastic and compressive properties will be decreased. In both
null and heterozygote mice, fibril diameters will be decreased with a larger spread. No
changes will be seen in total collagen content.
Specific Aim 3: Identify relationships between biomechanical properties and
organizational and compositional measures using multiple regression analyses.
Hypothesis 3a: Both decorin and biglycan content will be positive predictors for phase
shift, dynamic modulus and compressive shear modulus.
Hypothesis 3b: Fibril diameter distribution will be a significant predictor for tensile
modulus.
Hypothesis 3c: Collagen content will be a significant predictor for tensile stiffness.

These studies will provide fundamental knowledge relating the sophisticated
composition and structure to complex mechanics in tendon. In addition, a quantitative
structure-function statistical model will be established to identify key factors needed to
understand the mechanisms of normal tissue mechanics. By providing such a foundation,
future research can focus on the identified parameters to create targeted treatment
modalities and tissue engineered constructs that better mimic the unique mechanical
behavior of normal tendon.

D. Study Design
A total of 164 female mice will be used for this study (please note that female
mice will be used throughout the study because biglycan is on the X chromosome and
therefore females are needed for the heterozygote groups). 5 month old mice will be used
16

to ensure skeletal maturity before the effects of aging have begun.11
A total of 5 groups will be needed to complete the aims (Fig 1.10): decorin null
(Dcn-/-), decorin heterozygote (Dcn+/-), biglycan null (Bgn-/-), biglycan heterozygote
(Bgn+/-) and wildtype (WT). Heterozygotes represent animals with one active allele of the
respective proteoglycan. Decorin null mice were originally generated by Danielson et al19
and biglycan null mice by Xu et al.70 Decorin and biglycan null mice for this study have
graciously been provided by Dr. David Birk from the University of South Florida.
Heterozygous mice were obtained by breeding decorin or biglycan nulls with wildtypes at
the University of Pennsylvania's Laboratory Animal Resources facility. Due to the
constraints of the multiple regression model, mechanical parameters obtained from a
particular animal must correspond to structural and compositional parameters obtained
from that same animal. Therefore, patellar tendons (PT) from both limbs will be utilized
in this study. Limb 1 will be used for either tensile testing or compressive testing. Limb
2, will be divided longitudinally, with ~30% used for structural analysis and ~70% for
compositional measures. Data from the Dcn-/- and Dcn+/- tendons will be compared to
wildtype for Aim 1 while data from Bgn-/- and Bgn+/- mice compared to wildtype will be
for Aim 2. All data will be combined in the multiple regression analysis for Aim 3.

17

Fig 1.10 Study Design

E. Chapter Overviews
Chapter 2 addresses Aim 1 of this dissertation and provides the methods, results,
and discussion for the experimental studies performed to characterize the mechanical,
structural and compositional differences in wildtype, Dcn-/- and Dcn+/- tendons. Chapter 3
addresses Aim 2 and similarly provides the methods, results, and discussion for the
experimental studies performed to characterize the mechanical, structural and
compositional differences in wildtype, Bgn-/- and Bgn+/- tendons. Chapter 4 compares the
properties of decorin and biglycan mutant genotypes. Chapter 5 combines the results in
Aims 1 and 2 in a rigorous multiple regression statistical model to describe relationships
between tendon mechanics, structure and function as described in Aim 3. Finally,
Chapter 6 draws overall conclusions from the previous chapters and discusses potential
future directions within this area of research.
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Chapter 2. Mechanical, Compositional and Structural
Properties of the Decorin Null and Heterozygous Mouse
Patellar Tendon

A. Introduction
Tendon is a dynamic tissue with specialized mechanical properties and complex
composition and structure. Tendon structure can be viewed as a composite of fibers
embedded in an extra-fibrillar ground substance which both individually and interactively
contribute to the overall tendon mechanics. Strength is needed to transmit high forces
from muscle to bone. Viscoelastic tissue characteristics are important to control fine
movements and to conserve energy. Resistance to compressive loading is needed in
tendons that are subjected to compression from other anatomic structures or to resist
compressive forces transverse to the fiber direction due to Poisson’s ratio in tension.
The incidence of tendon injuries in the active and aging population is increasing.31
Both chronic and acute injuries are of concern because they heal slowly and rarely regain
normal function. Surgery, rehabilitation, medication and tendon grafts have all been
employed to improve healing with limited success.3, 9, 32, 44 Problems such as adhesion
formation, reruptures and decreased function are still common, most likely due to the
complexity in recreating the natural tissue architecture and resulting mechanical
behavior.8, 9 Understanding how to best approach these problems, whether through
targeted pharmaceuticals or tissue engineering constructs, demands knowledge of how
individual tendon constituents and their structural arrangement affect mechanical
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properties.
While many studies have been conducted to evaluate the structure-function
relationships in tendon, understanding is still limited. The interactions of small leucinerich proteoglycans (SLRPs) with other extracellular matrix (ECM) molecules, such as
collagen fibrils, as well as their association with water and role in fibrillogenesis have
suggested SLRPs may play a part in tendon mechanics. The most common SLRP in
tendon is decorin which accounts for ~80% of the SLRPs in the tensile region of
tendon.35 It is a low molecular weight proteoglycan (PG) and is composed of two regions.
The first region is the single side chain of chondroitin or dermatan sulfate
glycosaminoglycan (GAG) located in the N-terminal region.40 The second region is the
protein core. It consists of a domain of tandem leucine-rich repeats flanked on both sides
by conserved cysteine residues. It has been suggested that this region binds noncovalently with the collagen fibril39 while the GAG chains interact in the interfibrillar
space.37
Decorin is known to be a regulator during collagen fibrillogenesis and mice
deficient in decorin have previously been shown to have larger and more irregular fibril
diameters than those in wildtype, although the magnitude of these changes are tissue and
age specific.45 These changes in combination with the association of SLRPs with
collagen fibrils and water, have led studies to investigate their role in tendon mechanics.
These studies have shown varying results, again based on specific tendon and age.33, 34, 45
For instance, in 8-10 week old mice, decorin null mice had increased tensile modulus in
the patellar tendon, but not in the tail tendon fascicle or flexor digitorum longus (FDL).33
Also, decorin null mice had altered strain rate sensitivity compared to wildtype.34 In
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compressive properties, a study in ligament showed that enzymatic removal of sulfated
GAGs resulted in an increased intrinsic permeability.19 However, it is often unknown if
these mechanical changes were a result of collagen changes or the inherent effect of the
reduction of SLRPs. Knowing that mechanical changes exist is only the first step in
understanding tendon structure-function relationship.
Therefore, the objective of this chapter was to evaluate the structural,
compositional and mechanical changes in decorin null (Dcn-/-) and decorin heterozygote
(Dcn+/-) mouse patellar tendons compared to wildtype (WT). We hypothesized that in the
decorin null mice compared to wildtype, no changes will be seen in tensile elastic, tensile
viscoelastic or compressive elastic properties. In the decorin heterozygotes, tensile
viscoelastic and compressive properties will be decreased. In both null and heterozygote
mice, fibril diameters will be increased with a larger spread. Finally, we hypothesize that
no changes will be seen in total collagen content.

B. Methods
Ninety-nine female, C57Bl/6 mice were used in this IACUC approved study. All
mice were sacrificed at 5 months of age to ensure skeletal maturity before the effects of
aging had begun.7 Three different genotypes were used and included wildtype (WT,
n=34), decorin heterozygotes (Dcn+/-, n=34) and decorin null (Dcn-/-, n=31) mice.10
Whenever possible, mechanical, structural and compositional assays were performed in
the same mouse.
B1. Biomechanical Tests
a. Tensile Mechanics
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Patellar tendons were randomly dissected from either the left or right limb for
tensile biomechanical analysis (WT n =14; Dcn+/- n=14; Dcn-/- n=14). Tendons were
removed and carefully dissected under a fine dissection microscope leaving the patellatendon-tibia complex intact. The cross sectional area was measured in the tendon
midsubstance using a custom built device consisting of LVDTs, a CCD laser, and
translation stages.12 The tibia was potted in polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) and a
metal staple placed over the tibial plateau to discourage growth plate failure. The tendon
was coated uniformly with small speckles of Verhoeff stain using a fine bristled brush to
create a textured appearance in the midsubtance for local optical strain analysis. The
potted tibia was gripped and the patella held in a custom fixture which ensured gripping
of the patella bone without pinching the tendon. Specimens were submerged in a 37°C
PBS bath and tensile tested on an Instron 5848 testing machine (Norwood, MA) using a
10N load cell (Fig 2.1). An average gauge length of 3mm was assumed for all calculated
protocol strain levels.

Fig 2.1 Test setup
Samples were strained to 1%, preconditioned between 0.5-1.5% strain for 10
cycles at 0.25Hz, and allowed to relax at zero strain for 300 seconds before beginning
viscoelastic testing. A stress relaxation to 4% strain at 5%/s with a 10 minute hold for
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relaxation was performed. Immediately following, the tendon was subjected to 10
sinusoidal strain cycles (frequency sweep) at 0.01, 0.1, 1, 5 and 10 Hz with an amplitude
of 0.125% (Fig 2.2). The stress relaxation and frequency sweep were repeated at 6 and
8%.26 Following the frequency sweep at 8% strain, specimens were returned to the
preload displacement and held for 5 minutes before a ramp to failure at 0.1%/s was
applied. Using the applied speckled coating, local tissue strain in the tendon
midsubstance was measured optically with a custom program (MATLAB).
A bilinear fit was applied to the ramp to failure to obtain the elastic properties toe
and linear stiffness, toe and

Incremental step

strain defined by the

Strain

transitional displacement or

Next Step

Hold

linear modulus and the

…
Frequency Sweep

Precondition
Hold
Time

breakpoint in the bilinear fit.

Fig 2.2 Viscoelastic mechanical testing protocol.

Peak and equilibrium load were determined from the stress relaxation tests at each strain
level and percent relaxation was subsequently calculated from these values. For the
dynamic response to the sinusoidal input, the last 5 load-displacement cycles at each
frequency/strain combination were analyzed by transforming the data into the frequency
domain using a Fast Fourier Transform. The magnitude and phase of the prevailing
frequency for both the displacement and load was determined at each frequency and
strain level using a custom written Matlab program. The same process was applied to the
stress-strain data to determine material properties. Dynamic stiffness,| k*|, was calculated
as the ratio of the magnitude of the load over the displacement, dynamic modulus, |E*|, as
the magnitude of the stress over the strain and phase angle, φ , was defined as the
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difference between the corresponding phase shifts as follows:

| k * |=

| E* |=

Aload
Adisplacement

Aσ
Aε

φ = φσ − φε
where:

Eq. 2.1

Eq. 2.2

Eq. 2.3

Aσ ≡ amplitude of the stress curve

Aε ≡ amplitude of the strain curve
φσ and φε ≡ the corresponding phase shifts
For the elastic parameters of moduli, stiffness and transition points, a one-way
ANOVA across genotype with Bonferroni post-hoc tests was performed. For percent
relaxation, a two-way ANOVA across genotype and repeated strain level was performed
with Bonferroni post-hoc tests. For viscoelastic parameters in the frequency sweep, a
three-way ANOVA comparing the effects of genotype, strain level and repeated
frequencies was performed. For significant interaction terms, simple effects were
analyzed using a Bonferroni post-hoc analysis. Significance for all tests was set at p ≤
0.05 and a trend at p ≤ 0.1.
b. Compressive Mechanics
For compressive testing, patellar tendons were again randomly dissected from
either the left or right limb (WT n =13; Dcn+/- n=12; Dcn-/- n=14). Tendons were
removed and carefully dissected under a fine dissection microscope leaving the patellatendon-tibia complex intact. Specimens were attached to a testing stage using
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cyanoacrylate and flooded with PBS. This attachment creates a fixed boundary condition
for subsequent data analysis.18 A 26SW gauge steel wire was used to create a custom
made, flat ended, cylindrical indenter with a diameter of 0.018 inches (0.4572 mm). The
indenter was oriented perpendicular to the tissue surface for all tests. The indenter was
lowered in two locations on the cyanoacrylate and the displacements averaged to
determine the location of the test stage. Indentation testing was performed on an Instron
5848 testing machine (Norwood, MA) with a 5N load cell. A tare load of -0.002 N was
applied and the thickness of the tendon was defined from that point to the previously
measured testing stage. Six incremental indents of 4% strain at 0.3%/s were applied with
1200 seconds of relaxation between each step. Pilot studies confirmed that at this loading
rate, the indenter did not pierce the tissue. A Poisson’s ratio of υloading = 0.5 was assumed
for the loading portion of the curves2 and the Hayes model18 with correction for finite
deformation47 was used to calculate shear modulus, Poisson’s ratio of the solid matrix,
and peak and equilibrium modulus. Data from the third indentation corresponding to 12%
strain was used for analysis.

µ=

(P w)

Eq. 2.4

4aκ [a h ,υ s ]µ
P
w equil

Eq. 2.5

E 0+ = 2 µ (1 + υ loading )

Eq. 2.6

E ∞ = 2 µ (1 + υ s )

Eq. 2.7

υs = 1 −

where:

(1 − υ loading )
4aκ [a h ,υ loading ]
loading

( )

µ ≡ shear modulus
(P/w)loading/equil ≡ slope of the loading or equilibrium curves respectively
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a ≡ radius of the indenter
υs ≡ Poisson’s ratio of the solid matrix
κ ≡ correction factor, a function of a/h and υ as defined by Zhang et al47
E0+, E∞ ≡ peak and equilibrium modulus, respectively27
Statistical significance was evaluated using a one-way ANOVA across genotype with
Bonferroni post-hoc tests. Significance was set at p<0.05 and a trend at p ≤ 0.1.
B2. Compositional and Structural Assays
For all compositional and structural assays, tendons were cleanly dissected
following sacrifice and bisected longitudinally. Each half sample was randomly assigned
to a compositional or structural assay. Total collagen was assessed using the
hydroxyproline assay (WT n =20; Dcn+/- n=14; Dcn-/- n=18). Expression levels of
biglycan, decorin, lumican and fibromodulin were quantified using a real-time
quantitative polymerase chain reaction assay (qPCR) (WT n =18; Dcn+/- n=16; Dcn-/n=15). The structural parameters of mean fibril diameter and fibril spread were assessed
using transmission electron microscopy (TEM) (WT n =18; Dcn+/- n=17; Dcn-/- n=18).
a. Total Collagen Content
For analysis of total collagen content, wet weights were obtained and
subsequently the tendons were dried at 65°C for 24 hours. Dry weights were then
obtained followed by tissue digestion in 5mg/mL proteinase K solution at 65°C for 18
hours. For acid hydrolysis, samples were sealed in glass vials with 6N HCL and heated
to 110°C for 16 hours. Upon completion of hydrolysis, samples were neutralized by
evaporating off HCL in a lyophilizer with NaOH and then resuspended in water. oHydroxy-proline (OHP), a measure of collagen content, was determined colorimetrically
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by reaction of the digest with p-benzaminoaldehyde and chloramine-T. OHP content was
converted to total collagen content using a 1:14 ratio of OHP to collagen.30 A one-way
ANOVA across genotype with Bonferroni post-hoc was performed. Significance for all
tests was set at p ≤ 0.05 and a trend at p ≤ 0.1.
b. Gene Expression
To determine the mRNA expression of the proteoglycans decorin, biglycan,
fibromodulin and lumican, a real-time quantitative polymerase chain reaction assay
(qPCR) was performed. Immediately following dissection and bisection, tendon samples
were flash frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at -80°C until analysis. Individual samples
were mechanically homogenized with a mortar and pestle in RNase-free conditions. RNA
was extracted using the TRIZOL isolation system (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) and
RNeasy Micro Kit (Qiagene Inc., Valencia, CA) as described by the manufacturers.
cDNA was produced using reverse transcription PCR (RT-PCR) and amplified using the
WT-Ovation RNA Amplification System as described by the manufacturer (Nugen, San
Carlos, CA). For qPCR analysis, 5ng of cDNA was amplified in a 25µL reaction volume
in an ABI Prism 7300 Sequence Detection System (Perkin-Elmer; Applied Biosystems,
Warrington, UK) with a SYBR Green PCR Master Mix (Applied Biosystems). Mouse
specific primers for beta-actin (Act-β), decorin (Dcn), biglycan (Bgn), fibromodulin
(Fmod) and lumican (Lum) were used as show in Table 2.1.
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Table 2.1: Mouse specific primers for qPCR
Forward Primer

Reverse Primer

Act-β

AGATGACCCAGATCATGTTTGAGA

CACAGCCTGGATGGCTACGT

Dcn

GCTGCGGAAATCCGACTTC

TTGCCGCCCAGTTCTATGAC

Bgn

CCTTCCGCTGCGTTACTGA

GCAACCACTGCCTCTACTTCTTATAA

Fmod

GAAGGGTTGTTACGCAAATGG

AGATCACCCCCTAGTCTGGGTTA

Lum

TCCACTTCCAAAGTCCCTGCAAGA

AAGCCGAGACAGCATCCTCTTTGA

Each replicate was performed in triplicate. Gene specific efficiencies were
calculated36 for each qPCR plate and the relative quantity of mRNA for each gene of
interest was computed using the comparative efficiency(-∆CT) method (ABI Sequence
Detection System User Bulletin #2) relative to Act- β. A one-way ANOVA across
genotype with Bonferroni post-hoc was performed. Significance for all tests was set at p
≤ 0.05 and a trend at p ≤ 0.1.
c. Transmission Electron Microscopy
To characterize the collagen fibrils of the patellar tendon, transmission electron
microscopy images (TEM) were taken. Care was taken to obtain images away from the
bisected edge. Using standard techniques, the tendon was fixed in situ in 4%
paraformaldehyde, 2.5% glutaraldehyde, 0.1 M sodium cacodylate, pH 7.4 with 8.0 mM
CaCl2 for 15 min at room temperature. This was followed by 100 min at 4ºC and
processing as previously described.5 Briefly, the tendons were post-fixed with 1%
osmium tetroxide. After dehydration in an ethanol series followed by propylene oxide,
the tendons were infiltrated over a period of 3 days and embedded in a mixture of Embed
812, nadic methyl anhydride, dodecenylsuccinic anhydride and DMP-30 (EM Sciences,
Fort Washington, PA). Thick sections (1 µm) were cut and stained with methylene blue38

azur B for examination and selection of specific regions for analysis. Thin sections were
prepared using a Leica ultramicrotome and a diamond knife followed by post-staining
with 2% aqueous uranyl acetate followed by 1% phosphotungstic acid pH 3.2. Cross
sections of tendons were examined at 80 kV using a JEOL 1400 transmission electron
microscope (JEOL Ltd, Tokyo, Japan) equipped with an Orius widefield sidemount CCD
camera (Gatan Inc., Pleasanton , CA).
For each tendon that was analyzed, micrographs were taken in the midsubstance,
away from any fibers that may have been cut during tissue splitting. For analyses, 5-6
images per tendon were taken at 60,000x from non-overlapping regions of the central
portion of the tendon. All fibrils within a predetermined region of interest (ROI) on the
digitized image were measured. The ROI was placed such that 80-196 fibrils/field were
measured. Fibril diameters were measured using a custom program (MATLAB). All
fibrils in the region of interest were measured and multiple regions of interest were used
if necessary to collect at least 80 fibril diameter measurements per micrograph. Fibril
diameters were determined along the minor axis of the fibril profile. For each tendon, the
quantitative parameters of mean fibril diameter and fibril diameter distribution
(coefficient of variation) were averaged across all regions of interest and histograms of
fibril size were created. A one-way ANOVA across genotype with Bonferroni post-hoc
was performed. Significance for all tests was set at p ≤ 0.05 and a trend at p ≤ 0.1.

C. Results
Grossly, minimal differences were noted between wildtype and mutant genotype
tendons. In 2/62 tendons in the Dcn-/- and 2/68 tendons in the Dcn+/- groups, the patella
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was noted to be surrounded by more fibrous tissue than wildtype and was therefore less
lax than normal. The fibrous tissue was not noted under a stereomicroscope to extend into
the tendon. For all results, the mean and standard deviation were calculated and measures
outside of two standard deviations were defined as outliers and not considered. Tendon
cross-sectional area was found to be significantly different across genotype. Specifically,
both Dcn-/- and Dcn+/- were found to be smaller than wildtype (Fig 2.3).
WT
Dcn +/0.30

Dcn -/-

Area mm2

0.25
0.20
0.15
0.10
0.05
0.00

Fig 2.3 The cross-sectional area of both Dcn+/- and Dcn-/- mice were
significantly reduced compared to WT. Mean and standard deviation are
shown. Bar denotes p<0.05/3 vs WT.

C1.Biomechanical Tests
a. Tensile Mechanics
As hypothesized, no differences between wildtype and Dcn-/- were seen in any
tensile elastic parameter (Table 2.2). However, contrary to our hypothesis, no differences
were seen in Dcn+/- compared to wildtype in any of the elastic parameters including toe
region stiffness and modulus, linear region stiffness and modulus, or transition
displacement and strain. With the measured sample size and standard deviations, an α =
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0.05 and desired power of 0.80, we were only able to detect a 210% change in toe region
modulus but could detect a 30% change in linear region modulus compared to wild type.
In the viscoelastic property percent relaxation, only a trend was seen due to the effect of
genotype (Fig 2.4). Percent relaxation was shown to significantly decrease with
increasing strain level and all combinations of strain levels were different from each other
(4% vs 6%, 4% vs 8%, 6% vs 8%).

Fig 2.4 Percent relaxation was significantly decreased with increasing strain
level. There was a trend toward an effect of genotype. Mean and standard
deviation shown. Strain level significantly different (p≤0.05/3) from 4% (*)
and 6% (#) respectively.

Table 2.2 Tensile elastic parameters. Mean and standard deviation shown.
Toe
Stiffness
(N/mm)

Linear
Stiffness
(N/mm)

Stiffness
Transition Point
(mm)

Toe
Modulus
(MPa)

Linear
Modulus
(MPa)

Modulus
Transition Point
(Strain)

WT

0.99
± 0.30

12.26
± 1.96

0.19
± 0.02

21.8
± 16.4

377.4
± 146.8

0.02
± 0.01

Dcn +/-

0.95
± 0.48

12.26
± 2.12

0.20
± 0.02

22.6
± 22.5

369.0
± 213.8

0.02
± 0.01

Dcn -/-

1.09
± 0.51

12.66
± 1.92

0.21
± 0.03

31.3
± 22.3

509.4
± 260.1

0.02
± 0.01
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From the frequency sweep tests, dynamic modulus was significantly affected by
change in genotype (Fig 2.5A-C). There was an interaction between frequency and
genotype with Bonferroni post hoc tests for simple effects showing that Dcn+/- had a
significantly higher dynamic modulus than wildtypes at all frequency levels, but not Dcn/-

(Fig 2.5D). In addition, dynamic modulus increased with increasing strain level and

frequency and there was a significant interaction between the two. Simple effects tests
show that at a given frequency, all strain levels are significantly different from each other
i.e. 4% vs 6%, 4% vs 8%, 6% vs 8% (Fig 2.6A). Also, at a given strain level, all
frequencies are significantly different from each other except 0.01Hz vs 0.1Hz at 6%
strain and 0.01Hz vs 0.1Hz and 5Hz vs 10Hz at 8% strain (Fig 2.6B). The dependence of
dynamic modulus on frequency can be difficult to visualize graphically due to sample
variation (Fig 2.1B), but due to the design of the study, repeated measures ANOVA
testing allows for analysis of the within sample variation. When each sample is visualized
separately, the frequency dependence is clearer (Fig 2.7). Similar trends can be seen in all
genotypes.
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Fig 2.5 (A-C) There is a significant effect of genotype on dynamic
modulus. (D) Data are pooled across strain level. At every frequency
level, Dcn+/- is significantly increased from WT. Mean and standard
deviation shown. At the given frequency, p≤0.05/3 * Dcn+/- vs WT
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Fig 2.6 (A) At every frequency level, dynamic modulus significantly increased
with increasing strain level. (B) At a given strain level, all combinations of
frequencies were significantly different from each other (paired comparisons)
except 0.01Hz vs 0.1Hz at 6% and 8% as well as 5Hz vs 10Hz at 8%. Data
pooled across genotype, mean and standard deviation shown. At the given
frequency level, p≤0.05/3 for * 4% vs 6%, # 4% vs 8%, + 6% vs 8%. At the
given strain level, bar denotes p≤0.05/10, paired comparisons.
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Fig 2.7 Dynamic modulus of representative WT samples at 4% strain demonstrating
frequency dependence. Similar trends were seen in all genotypes.

No difference was seen in dynamic stiffness with change in genotype (Table 2.3).
However, similar to dynamic modulus, there was a significant increase in dynamic
stiffness with increasing strain and frequency as well as an interaction between the two.
Simple effects tests show that at all frequencies, there is a difference between all strain
levels (4% vs 6%, 4% vs 8%, 6% vs 8%) and at a given strain level, all frequencies are
different from each other except 1Hz vs 10Hz at 4%, 0.01Hz vs 0.1Hz at 6%, and 0.01Hz
vs 0.1Hz and 5Hz vs 10Hz at 8% strain.
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Table 2.3 Dynamic stiffness, mean and standard deviation
shown in N/mm.
Freq (Hz)

4%

6%

8%

0.01

0.1

1

5

10

WT

5.03
±2.24

5.2
±2.24

5.59
±2.36

5.72
±2.42

5.61
±2.45

Dcn +/-

6.43
±2.71

6.85
±3.15

7.32
±3.35

7.50
±3.44

7.39
±3.48

Dcn -/-

5.58
±4.16

5.92
±4.39

6.36
±4.58

6.52
±4.69

6.42
±4.74

WT

11.05
±2.72

11.18
±2.92

11.72
±3.05

12.00
±3.12

11.96
±3.16

Dcn +/-

12.34
±3.54

12.49
±3.39

13.21
±3.66

13.56
±3.77

13.53
±3.81

Dcn -/-

10.76
±5.23

11.27
±5.34

11.88
±5.55

12.18
±5.67

12.14
±5.72

WT

16.63
±2.52

17.23
±3.61

17.97
±3.68

18.41
±3.77

18.43
±3.79

Dcn +/-

17.45
±3.36

17.68
±3.67

18.53
±3.88

19.02
±4.02

19.04
±4.06

Dcn -/-

16.39
±4.73

16.64
±4.63

17.37
±4.76

17.79
±4.89

17.80
±4.93

Similarly, no change was seen in the phase shift with change in genotype (Fig
2.9). Phase shift was significantly decreased with increases in both strain and frequency
with a significant interaction between the two. At 0.1Hz and 1Hz, all strain levels were
significantly different from each other (Fig 2.8A). At 0.01Hz, 5Hz and 10Hz, only 4% vs
6% and 4% vs 8% were different. At a given strain level, all frequencies were
significantly different from each other except 0.01Hz vs 0.1Hz at 4% (Fig 2.8B). Finally,
a significant interaction between frequency and genotype was seen in the measurement of
phase shift denoting that the change with frequency differs based on genotype.
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Fig 2.8 (A) At all frequencies, phase shift is significantly decreased
between 4% and 6% as well as 4% and 8%. At 0.1Hz, 1Hz it is also
decreased between 6% and 8%. (B) At a given strain level, all frequency
combinations are significantly different from each other (paired
comparisons) except 0.01Hz vs 0.1Hz at 4%. Data pooled across
genotype, mean and standard deviation shown. At the given frequency
level, p≤0.05/3 for * 4% vs 6%, # 4% vs 8%, + 6% vs 8%. At the given
strain level, bar denotes p≤0.05/10, paired comparisons.
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Fig 2.9 Phase shift was not significantly affected by genotype.
Mean and standard deviation shown at each strain level.

b. Compressive Mechanics
Genotype was shown to have no significant effect on any compressive property,
contrary to our hypothesis (Fig 2.10). This included compressive shear modulus, peak
modulus, equilibrium modulus and Poisson’s ration of the solid matrix. Evaluating the
sensitivity of the current compression study given an α=0.05 and power of 0.8, it was
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possible to detect a ~30% change from WT with this sample size and measurement
standard deviations.
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Fig 2.10 Genotype did not significantly affect any of the measured compressive
properties.
C2.Compositional and Structural Assays
a. Total Collagen Content
The total collagen content was significantly affected by change in genotype (Fig
2.11). Specifically, there was less total collagen in the Dcn+/- compared to wildtype. No
significant difference was seen between Dcn-/- and wildtype.
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Fig 2.11 Total collagen content was significantly reduced in
the Dcn+/- group compared to WT. Bar denotes p<0.05/3
b. Gene Expression
The relative quantity of decorin mRNA was significantly decreased in Dcn-/compared to both wildtype and Dcn+/- (Fig 2.12A). However, it was not significantly
decreased between wildtype and Dcn+/-. A trend was seen with the effect of genotype in
biglycan relative expression (Fig 2.12B). No change in the relative quantity of
fibromodulin or lumican was seen between any of the groups (Fig 2.12C, D). Given the
sample size and standard deviations measured, an α = 0.05 and power of 0.80, a change
of 70% in biglycan content, 210% in fibromodulin content and 60% change in lumican
content was able to be detected.
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Fig 2.12 (A) The relative expression of
decorin was significantly reduced between
the WT and Dcn-/- groups as well as between
Dcn+/- and Dcn-/-. (B) There was a trend
toward an effect of genotype in the biglycan
relative expression (p=0.1). No significant
difference was found in (C) fibromodulin or
(D) lumican. Mean and standard deviation
shown. Bar denotes p<0.05/3

c. Transmission Electron Microscopy
Overall, collagen fibrils were observed to have a uniformly circular cross section
(Fig 2.13). In some fibrils, the outer contours were irregular, however, this was not noted
to differ between genotypes and was minor in comparison to previous studies in the tail
tendon.45 The average fibril diameter was significantly affected by genotype with Dcn-/having significantly smaller fibril diameters than WT and Dcn+/- (Fig 2.14). A trend was
noted due to the effect of genotype on the fibril diameter spread (coefficient of variation).
Qualitatively in the histogram of Dcn-/-, smaller fibril diameters were increased compared
to wildtype and resulted in a more bimodal appearance of the distribution (Fig 2.15).
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Fig 2.13 Representative TEM images of fibril cross sections in (A) wildtype, (B) Dcn
and (C) Dcn-/-. In all genotypes, most fibrils are well-formed and circular in shape. Some
fibrils were slightly abnormally shaped around the perimeter (arrows) but differences in
the frequency of these fibrils were not noted across genotypes. Scale bar 200nm.

Fig 2.14 (A) The average fibril diameter was significantly decreased from Dcn+/- and
WT in the Dcn-/- group. (B) There was also a trend toward an effect of genotype on
the coefficient of variation (p=0.1). Mean and standard deviation shown. Bar denotes
p≤0.05
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Fig 2.15 Histograms of fibril diameters. Qualitatively (A) the
shape of the Dcn+/- distribution is similar to WT while (B) the
Dcn-/- has an increased small fibril population.
D. Discussion
This study evaluated the changes in mature patellar tendon mechanical,
compositional and structural parameters with mutant genotypes of decorin compared to
wildtype. This study is one of the first to evaluate these parameters concurrently in
mature tendons and will lead to a better understanding of relationships between
composition, structure and mechanics in tendon. Although many of these changes
occurred during development since the production of the protein was removed at the
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genetic level, by exploring the resulting compensatory mechanisms, this study aims to
describe relationships between mechanics and both the physical role of SLRPs in vivo
and the changes that occurred during collagen fibrillogenesis.
No changes were seen in the elastic tensile properties of either Dcn-/- or Dcn+/mice compared to wildtype (Table 2.2). These results are in contrast to previous studies.
In 8-10 week old mice, increases in linear region modulus were found in Dcn-/- patellar
tendons but not in mouse tail tendon fascicles or the FDL.33 However, studies in older
mice have shown that changes in mechanical properties are age dependent. In the FDL,
the linear region modulus between WT and Dcn-/- was different at 5 months of age but not
2 months of age.45 These studies demonstrate the importance of considering age and
specific tissue when drawing conclusions across studies as well as the need to examine
compensatory mechanisms in the specific model to fully characterize the changes in
mechanics, especially when analyzing mutant genotypes. While the mechanical,
compositional and structural changes found in this study are specific to this tendon and
age, the relationships between each of the components can be used to understand
structure-function relationships in tendon in general. The contrasting mechanical results
between studies in other tendons and at other ages is most likely due to a difference in the
structural and compositional components present up until that point in time. By
understanding the role of SLRPs within a controlled model, results can be expanded
across studies and used in interpreting the structure-function relationships in other tendon
models.
Qualitatively, in the Dcn-/- mouse patellar tendon, an increase in a smaller fibril
population is seen (Fig 2.15) (more bimodal) which is reflected in the smaller mean
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diameter size between Dcn-/- and WT, contrary to our hypothesis. This is in contrast to
previous studies in the FDL, tail tendon fascicles and skin where Dcn-/- exhibited an
increase in large diameter fibrils45 and findings that decorin inhibits fibril growth.4
However, TEM studies in the mouse wildtype FDL have shown that between 1 and 3
months, smaller diameter fibrils are increased.46 And between 3 and 7.5 months, the fibril
spread of the Dcn-/- mice becomes more similar to WT (D.E. Birk, personal
communication 2010).45 Further examining the fibril characteristics at various stages of
development and maturity may lend insight into the role of matrix molecules in the
regulation and control of fibril diameter.
Interestingly, the smaller fibril population in the null mice is not directly reflected
as a change in any of the mechanical parameters. It is possible that this is a result of the
overlapping functions of both smaller collagen fibrils and decorin, the only measured
changes in the Dcn-/- genotype. Smaller collagen fibrils are thought to resist creep13 and
in this case, the increase in smaller fibrils may balance the mechanical consequences of
removing decorin. On the other hand, in the Dcn+/-mice, where the fibril characteristics
are similar to WT in TEM measurements and total collagen is lower than WT, a
significantly stiffer dynamic response is seen (Fig 2.5), a combination of both viscous
and elastic components. This could be a combined result of both changes in collagen
content and decorin; however, if collagen were the primary player in this mechanical
response, a decreased linear and/or dynamic modulus corresponding with less collagen
would have been expected, which was not observed. It has been hypothesized that PGs
are responsible for maintaining space between collagen fibrils and a reduction in the PG
content would allow the collagen fibrils to interact more, reducing fibril sliding and
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resulting in a stiffer response15 and these results support this concept. In addition, these
results suggest that the ratio of collagen to PG may be more important than either
parameter alone in determining structure-function relationships.1, 21
While an increase in dynamic modulus in the Dcn+/- was seen, a similar increase
was not seen in the tensile elastic linear modulus. These results may be due to the
difference in strain level over which the two parameters are measured. Where the linear
modulus is measured over a large change in strain, the dynamic modulus is measured at a
small strain amplitude of 0.125%. Future studies are needed to lend additional insight
into the differences between these two parameters.
In the viscoelastic properties, genotype did not significantly affect phase shift in
contrast to our hypothesis (Fig 2.9). Phase shift is a measure of the viscoelastic damping
of the material and for a linearly elastic solid, δ=0 and for a viscous fluid, δ=90°.24 No
change in phase shift suggests that the mechanical damping of the tissue is not altered
with decreases in decorin content. However, a trend toward increased percent relaxation
with the mutant genotypes was noted, and in a previous study, Dcn-/- tail fascicles were
shown to relax significantly more than WT.11 These combined results are surprising since
PGs are hydrophilic and bind water and therefore both phase angle and percent relaxation
would be expected to change.38 Previous studies have shown varying results when
investing this phenomenon. It has been demonstrated that although patellar tendons relax
more with more water (hypotonic vs hypertonic test baths),17 fascicles and collagen
fibrils do not show changes in energy dissipation with changes in environmental salts.42 It
is possible that the relationship between collagen, PGs and water are more complex than
evaluated here. For instance, as mentioned above, a decrease in PGs may cause both an
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increase in fibril-fibril frictional effects and allow for adhesion between collagen fibrils,
thus influencing internal damping in multiple ways.15 Additional research is needed on
multiple scales (sub-fibril, fibril, fascicle, etc.) to fully understand these relationships.
Overall, the viscoelastic parameters determined in this study exhibited strain level
dependence (i.e. Fig 2.6A). Dynamic stiffness and modulus increased with increasing
strain level. These results suggest that as the tendon is increasingly strained, more of the
tissue is engaged which results in a stiffer dynamic response. At this point, it is unknown
how much of that response is from the fibrillar matrix versus extrafibrillar matrix
although the dominating component may differ at each strain level (i.e., the extra-fibrillar
matrix at low strains and the fibrillar at high strains). Also, phase shift and percent
relaxation generally decreased with increasing strain (Fig 2.4, Fig 2.8A). These results
suggest that at lower strain levels, fluid moves more easily in and out of the tissue. At
higher strain levels, the matrix is tensioned and the fluid cannot flow through the tissue as
easily. These strain level dependencies demonstrate the non-linear nature of the tissue, an
important characteristic needed for describing tendon in mathematical modeling.14, 23
All properties measured during the frequency sweep also demonstrated a small
but significant influence of frequency (i.e. Fig 2.7, Fig 2.8B). It should be noted that due
to the constant amplitude during the frequency sweep, both frequency dependence and
strain-rate dependence are incorporated in this measure. Previous studies have shown
similar frequency/strain rate dependence in the bovine Achilles tendon6 and human
MCL.28
Surprisingly, no changes were seen in any of the compressive properties in either
of the decorin mutant genotypes compared to wildtype (Fig 2.10). Instantaneous modulus
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is the apparent tissue modulus under fluid pressurization. It is a result of both the fibrillar
and extra-fibrillar networks and is indicative of how the solid matrix is retaining the
fluid.20 Although compression tests were performed transverse to the fiber direction, due
to fluid pressurization, collagen tensile properties still play a role. The equilibrium
modulus in indentation, on the other hand, is after the fluid flow has ceased and although
it is less dependent on the collagen network, it is not independent. In addition, it is also
affected by the confining effects of the surrounding tissue and fluid.22 Finally, the shear
modulus, µ, is a flow-independent property and when compression tests are performed
transverse to the fiber direction as they were in this study, is a description of the extrafibrillar matrix. Few studies have previously examined tendon compressive properties25,
41, 43

and the technique presented here is novel in its quantification of shear, peak and

instantaneous modulus values in an intact tendon.
Evaluating the sensitivity of the current compression study given an α=0.05 and
power of 0.8, it was possible to detect a ~30% change from WT with this sample size.
Because compensatory increases of SLRPs were not noted, results from this study
therefore suggest that decorin does not play a large enough role in the non-fibrillar matrix
stiffness to overcome the effects of collagen tensile properties and the confining effects
of the surrounding tissue, contrary to our hypothesis. This is not to say that decorin does
not play a role in time-dependent properties. A previous study in the porcine MCL
showed that intrinsic permeability, which is not correlated with either instantaneous or
equilibrium moduli,20 is significantly increased after sulfated GAG digestion.19 Future
studies will continue investigating the role of PGs/GAGs in controlling the timedependent fluid flow both through the tissue and parallel to the collagen fibers.
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One limitation of this study is the measurement of relative mRNA expression
rather than protein levels. Due to the restraints of the multiple regression model that will
be discussed in Chapter 5, tendons could not be pooled to increase the tissue amount for
assays. Typically, 6-12 mouse tendons are pooled for Western blot analysis and
consequently, the amount of protein in a single tendon was not enough to measure
protein. Despite this limitation, previous work in the mouse FDL showed some
similarities between mRNA and protein expression.45 In addition, a study in rabbit
ligament demonstrated similar expression between decorin protein and mRNA expression
after injury.29 Therefore, given the restraints of the study design, tissue size and data from
previous studies, the relative expression of mRNA is likely a reasonable predictor of the
actual protein present. Future studies will determine the relationship between these two
measures in our specific model.
Another measurement that may have contributed to the understanding of tissue
mechanics in this study is the quantification of water content. Since the GAG chain of
decorin is negatively charged, it interacts with water in the tissue. However, again due to
the small tissue weight associated with half a mouse patellar tendon, water content could
not be consistently quantified even using an analytical balance with a sheltered
measurement area (accuracy 0.01mg) and use of an anti-static device. Future studies are
needed to examine the interaction of SLRPs and water and their role in mechanics.
In the indentation studies, it was only possible to detect differences greater than
30% between groups. Previous studies have noted differences between compression
testing approaches. For example, no differences in indentation properties were seen after
dermatan sulfate digestion in articular cartilage16 but were noted after sulfated GAG
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digestion using confined compression.19 Testing in confined compression results in much
greater volume changes with each compression step than the indentation study presented
here, forcing fluid at a greater flow rate through the tissue. Although confined
compression may be able to detect smaller changes in matrix compressive mechanics, it
is necessary to cut collagen fibers to create the test specimens, destroying some of the
relationships between the fibrillar and extra-fibrillar matrix. Indentation on the other
hand, allows for testing of the whole tissue and therefore retains these relationships.
Therefore, given the goals of this study to investigate such relationships, indentation was
deemed the most appropriate test despite this limitation.
E. Summary
In conclusion, this study characterized the mechanical, compositional and
structural properties of mature tendon at a defined age and specific tendon with changes
in the amount of decorin. Through this mouse model, both inherent effects of decorin in
vivo as well as changes in collagen structure were explored. This study demonstrated that
changes in collagen content and structure cannot completely account for changes in
tendon viscoelastic properties and a complex relationship with decorin exists. Also,
reductions in decorin do not cause large changes in compressive properties suggesting
that other factors contribute to these properties.
Lastly, the model presented here was specifically developed to obtain quantitative
measures whenever possible. Quantitative measures of mechanical, structural and
compositional properties can then be input into a rigorous statistical model to objectively
determine which structural and compositional parameters have a significant effect on the
mechanical parameters. This method may also be more sensitive to small changes in
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compressive properties as a result of changes in composition and structure. This approach
will be presented in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 3. Mechanical, Compositional and Structural
Properties of the Biglycan Null and Heterozygous Mouse
Patellar Tendon

A. Introduction
As discussed in previous Chapters, it is thought that the composition and structure
of tendon are important in the proper mechanical function of the tissue and changes in its
makeup result in altered mechanics both in functional adaptation and in injury. The
fundamental understanding of these structure-function relationships in mature, uninjured
tendon, however, is limited, particularly in the areas of nonlinear, viscoelastic and
compressive mechanics. A more comprehensive understanding of these relationships will
aid in developing treatment strategies for tendon injury and rehabilitation such as tissue
engineered constructs and targeted pharmaceuticals. In particular, interactions of small
leucine-rich proteoglycans (SLRPs) with collagen fibrils, association with water and role
in fibrillogenesis suggest that SLRPs may play an important role in tendon mechanics.
Another member of the class I family of SLRPs which occurs in tendon is
biglycan. Biglycan contains 10 leucine-rich repeats that make up almost the entire protein
core flanked by cysteine clusters and a COOH- terminal domain.27 Attached to the
protein are two chondroitin sulfate or dermatan sulfate glycosaminoglycan (GAG) chains.
Decorin and biglycan have many structural similarities with protein cores that share 55%
amino acid identity and chemical similarities in the remaining residue.17 However, unique
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patterns of temporal and spatial expression suggest they play different roles.3 For
instance, during development, biglycan decreases from post-natal day 4 through 30 while
decorin has the inverse relationship.29 It has been hypothesized that the increased number
of GAG chains of biglycan compared to decorin may be responsible for their differing
roles. Biglycan has also been shown to bind fibrillar collagen I 10, 25 as well as interact
with collagens V, VI, and XIV.17
Biglycan is known to be a regulator during collagen fibrillogenesis and tendons
from mice deficient in biglycan have tendon fibril diameters that are decreased compared
to wildtype while fibril spread is age and tendon specific.1, 8 Fibril profiles have been
qualitatively noted to become more irregular in the dermis and tail tendon fascicles,2, 8
however, this irregularity is much more severe in double decorin-biglycan deficient
tendons.9 In addition, although ectopic tendon ossification is not uncommon in wildtypes
as they age, biglycan deficient mice develop greater ectopic ossification which is tendon,
gender and age specific.2
Previous studies investigating the relationship between biglycan and tendon
mechanics have demonstrated that in 8-10 week old biglycan null mice, linear region
modulus is no different from wildtype in the patellar and tail tendons, but is significantly
reduced in the flexor digitorum longus tendon (FDL).23 In addition, no differences were
seen in percent relaxation in any tendon analyzed. Although previous studies have shown
both collagen changes and mechanical changes in biglycan deficient mice, it is often
difficult to draw relationships between the two since it is unknown if the mechanical
changes were a result of collagen changes or the inherent effect of the reduction of
SLRPs. Interpreting these relationships in the literature is further complicated by the
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influence of age and tendon type.
Therefore, the objective of this chapter was to evaluate the structural,
compositional and mechanical changes in biglycan null (Bgn-/-) and biglycan
heterozygote (Bgn+/-) mouse patellar tendons compared to wildtype (WT). We
hypothesized in the biglycan null mice compared to wildtype, tensile elastic, tensile
viscoelastic and compressive elastic properties would be decreased. In the biglycan
heterozygotes, tensile viscoelastic and compressive properties would be decreased. In
both null and heterozygote mice, fibril diameters would be decreased with a larger
spread. Finally, no changes would be seen in total collagen content.

B. Methods
Ninety-eight female, C57Bl/6 mice were used in this IACUC approved study. All
mice were sacrificed at 5 months of age to ensure skeletal maturity before the effects of
aging had begun.7 Three different genotypes were used and included wildtype (WT,
n=34), biglycan heterozygotes (Bgn+/-, n=36) and biglycan null (Bgn-/-, n=28) mice.9
Female mice were utilized since biglycan is x-linked and therefore females are needed to
create the levels of both one and two active alleles. The wildtype animals are the same
animals used in Chapter 2. Whenever possible, mechanical, structural and compositional
assays were performed in the same mouse. The methods below are the same as from
Chapter 2 but are briefly repeated here for completeness.
B1. Biomechanical Tests
a. Tensile Mechanics
Patellar tendons were randomly dissected from either the left or right limb for
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tensile biomechanical analysis (WT n =14; Bgn+/- n=14; Bgn-/- n=15). Tendons were
removed and carefully dissected under a fine dissection microscope leaving the patellatendon-tibia complex intact. The cross sectional area was measured using a laser based
system.12 The tibia was potted in polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) and the tendon was
coated uniformly with small speckles of Verhoeff stain using a fine bristled brush to
create a textured appearance in the midsubtance for local optical strain analysis. The
potted tibia was gripped and the patella held in a custom fixture. Specimens were
submerged in a 37°C PBS bath and tensile tested.

Fig 3.1 Test setup
Specimens were preloaded, preconditioned and allowed to recover before
viscoelastic testing. Three levels of stress relaxation were performed (4, 6, 8% strain),
each followed by a frequency sweep at an amplitude of 0.125%.19 Following viscoelastic
testing, a ramp to failure was performed with optical strain analysis. Using FFT analysis,
dynamic modulus (ratio of the magnitude of the stress over the strain) and phase angle
were calculated. A bilinear fit was applied to the ramp to failure to obtain the elastic
properties toe and linear stiffness, toe and linear modulus and the transitional
displacement or strain defined by the breakpoint in the bilinear fit. Percent relaxation was
calculated at each strain level.
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For the elastic parameters of moduli, stiffness and transition points, a one-way
ANOVA across genotype with Bonferroni post-hoc tests was performed. For percent
relaxation, a two-way ANOVA across genotype and repeated strain level was performed
with Bonferroni post-hoc tests. For viscoelastic parameters in the frequency sweep, a
three-way ANOVA comparing the effects of genotype, strain level and repeated
frequencies was performed. For significant interaction terms, simple effects were
analyzed using a Bonferroni post-hoc analysis. Significance for all tests was set at p ≤
0.05 and a trend at p ≤ 0.1.
b. Compressive Mechanics
For compressive testing, patellar tendons were again randomly dissected from
either the left or right limb (WT n =13; Bgn+/- n=13; Bgn-/- n=12). Tendons were removed
and carefully dissected under a fine dissection microscope leaving the patella-tendontibia complex intact. Specimens were attached to a testing stage using cyanoacrylate16
and flooded with PBS. A 26SW gauge steel wire was used to create a custom made, flat
ended, cylindrical indenter with a diameter of 0.018 inches (0.4572 mm). A tare load of 0.002 N was applied and the thickness of the tendon was defined from that point to the
previously measured testing stage. Six incremental indents of 4% strain at 0.3%/s were
applied with 1200 seconds of relaxation between each step. A Poisson’s ratio of υloading =
0.5 was assumed for the loading portion of the curves4 and the Hayes model16 with
correction for finite deformation30 was used to calculate shear modulus, Poisson’s ratio of
the solid matrix, and peak and equilibrium modulus. Data from the third indentation
corresponding to 12% strain was used for analysis. Statistical significance was evaluated
using a one-way ANOVA across genotype with Bonferroni post-hoc tests. Significance
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was set at p<0.05 and a trend at p ≤ 0.1.

B2. Compositional and Structural Assays
For all compositional and structural assays, tendons were cleanly dissected
following sacrifice and bisected longitudinally. Each half sample was randomly assigned
to a compositional or structural assay. Total collagen was assessed using the
hydroxyproline assay (WT n =20; Bgn+/- n=20; Bgn-/- n=18). Expression levels of
biglycan, decorin, lumican and fibromodulin were quantified using a real-time
quantitative polymerase chain reaction assay (qPCR) (WT n =18; Bgn+/- n=16; Bgn-/n=15). The structural parameters of mean fibril diameter and fibril spread were assessed
using transmission electron microscopy (TEM) (WT n =18; Bgn+/- n=16; Bgn-/- n=16).
a. Total Collagen Content
For analysis of total collagen content, wet weights were obtained and
subsequently the tendons were dried at 65°C for 24 hours. Dry weights were then
obtained followed by tissue digestion in 5mg/mL proteinase K solution at 65°C for 18
hours. For acid hydrolysis, samples were sealed in glass vials with 6N HCL and heated
to 110°C for 16 hours. Upon completion of hydrolysis, samples were neutralized by
evaporating off HCL in a lyophilizer with NaOH and then resuspended in water. oHydroxy-proline (OHP), a measure of collagen content, was determined colorimetrically
by reaction of the digest with p-benzaminoaldehyde and chloramine-T. OHP content was
converted to total collagen content using a 1:14 ratio of OHP to collagen.22 A one-way
ANOVA across genotype with Bonferroni post-hoc was performed. Significance for all
tests was set at p ≤ 0.05 and a trend at p ≤ 0.1.
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b. Gene Expression
To determine the mRNA expression of the proteoglycans decorin, biglycan,
fibromodulin and lumican, a real-time quantitative polymerase chain reaction assay
(qPCR) was performed. Immediately following dissection and bisection, tendon samples
were flash frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at -80°C until analysis. Individual samples
were mechanically homogenized with a mortar and pestle in RNase-free conditions. RNA
was extracted using the TRIZOL isolation system (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) and
RNeasy Micro Kit (Qiagene Inc., Valencia, CA) as described by the manufacturers.
cDNA was produced by reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) and
amplified using the WT-Ovation RNA Amplification System as described by the
manufacturer (Nugen, San Carlos, CA). For RT-qPCR analysis, 5ng of cDNA was
amplified in a 25µL reaction volume in an ABI Prism 7300 Sequence Detection System
(Perkin-Elmer; Applied Biosystems, Warrington, UK) with a SYBR Green PCR Master
Mix (Applied Biosystems). Mouse specific primers for beta-actin (Act-β), decorin (Dcn),
biglycan (Bgn), fibromodulin (Fmod) and lumican (Lum) were used as described in
Chapter 2.
Each replicate was performed in triplicate. Gene specific efficiencies were
calculated24 for each qPCR plate and the relative quantity of mRNA for each gene of
interest was computed using the comparative efficiency(-∆CT) method (ABI Sequence
Detection System User Bulletin #2) relative to Act- β. A one-way ANOVA across
genotype with Bonferroni post-hoc was performed. Significance for all tests was set at p
≤ 0.05 and a trend at p ≤ 0.1.
c. Transmission Electron Microscopy
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To characterize the collagen fibrils of the patellar tendon, transmission electron
microscopy images (TEM) were taken. Care was taken to obtain images away from the
bisected edge. Using standard techniques5, the tendon was fixed in situ infiltrated over a
period of 3 days and embedded. Cross sections of tendons were examined using a JEOL
1400 transmission electron microscope (JEOL Ltd, Tokyo, Japan) equipped with an
Orius widefield sidemount CCD camera (Gatan Inc., Pleasanton , CA). Micrographs were
taken in the midsubstance, away from any fibers that may have been cut during tissue
splitting. For analyses, 5-6 images per tendon were taken at 60,000x from nonoverlapping regions of the central portion of the tendon. Fibril diameters were measured
using a custom program (MATLAB) and were determined along the minor axis of the
fibril profile. For each tendon, the quantitative parameters of mean fibril diameter and
fibril diameter distribution (coefficient of variation) were averaged across all regions of
interest and histograms of fibril size were created. A one-way ANOVA across genotype
with Bonferroni post-hoc was performed. Significance for all tests was set at p ≤ 0.05 and
a trend at p ≤ 0.1.

C. Results
Grossly, minimal differences were noted between wildtype and mutant genotype
patellar tendons. In 3/56 tendons in the Bgn-/-, the knee joint was more lax than WT, in
1/56 the tendon was noted to be thin and translucent and in 1/56 the patella surrounded by
more fibrous tissue than wildtype. In the Bgn+/- group, 1/72 tendons was noted to be more
translucent than wildtype. For all results, the mean and standard deviation were
calculated and measures outside of two standard deviations were defined as outliers and
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not considered. Cross sectional area was significantly decreased from both wildtype and

Area (mm 2)

Bgn-/- in the Bgn+/- mice (Fig 3.2).

0.35

WT
Bgn+/-

0.30

Bgn-/-

0.25
0.20
0.15
0.10
0.05
0.00

Fig 3.2 The cross-sectional area of Bgn+/- is significantly reduced
from both Bgn-/- and WT. Mean and standard deviation shown.
Bar denotes p<0.05/3.

C1.Biomechanical Tests
a. Tensile Mechanics
Contrary to our hypothesis, no differences between genotypes were seen in any
tensile elastic parameter including toe region stiffness and modulus, linear region
stiffness and modulus, or transition displacement and strain (Table 3.1). With the
measured sample size and standard deviations, an α = 0.05 and desired power of 0.80, we
were only able to detect a 75% change in toe region modulus but could detect a 50%
change in linear region modulus compared to wild type. In the viscoelastic property
percent relaxation, no differences were seen between genotypes but percent relaxation
significantly decreased with increasing strain level (Fig 3.3). Specifically, all strain levels
were significantly different from each other (4% vs 6%, 4% vs 8%, 6% vs 8%).
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Table 3.1 Tensile elastic properties, mean and standard deviation shown.
Toe
Stiffness
(N/mm)

Linear
Stiffness
(N/mm)

Stiffness
Transition Point
(mm)

Toe
Modulus
(MPa)

Linear
Modulus
(MPa)

Modulus
Transition Point
(Strain)

WT

0.99
± 0.30

12.26
± 1.96

0.19
± 0.02

21.8
± 16.4

377.4
± 146.8

0.02
± 0.01

Bgn +/-

1.19
± 0.64

13.31
± 3.42

0.19
± 0.02

17.1
± 12.7

292.5
± 107.4

0.02
± 0.01

Bgn -/-

1.12
± 0.54

13.80
± 3.68

0.20
± 0.02

19.5
± 12.6

358.3
± 219.9

0.02
± 0.01

Fig 3.3 No differences in percent relaxation were seen between genotypes.
Strain level had a significant effect on percent relaxation which decreased
with increasing strain level. Mean and standard deviation shown, p≤0.05/3
versus (*) 4% and (#) 6%.
Dynamic modulus was significantly affected by genotype (Fig 3.4). There was an
interaction between frequency and genotype with Bonferroni post hoc tests for simple
effects showing that Bgn+/- had a significantly higher dynamic modulus than wildtype at
all frequency levels (Fig 3.4D). In addition, dynamic modulus was significantly higher in
Bgn-/- than wildtype at all frequency levels but 0.01 Hz. Dynamic modulus also
significantly increased with both increasing strain level and frequency with an interaction
between the two. Specifically, at a specific frequency, all strain levels were different from
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each other (Fig 3.4A). Also, at each strain level, all frequencies were significantly
different from each other except 0.01Hz vs 0.1Hz at all frequencies, 1Hz vs 10Hz at 4%
and 5Hz vs 10Hz at 8% (Fig 3.5B). This frequency dependence can be difficult to see due
to sample variance but due to the design of the study, repeated measures ANOVA testing
allows for analysis of the within sample variation. Therefore representative single sample
Bgn-/- plots at 4% strain are shown in which the change with frequency is clearer (Fig
3.6). Both WT and Bgn+/- samples followed similar trends.
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4% Strain, |E*| (MPa)

400

WT
Bgn+/Bgn-/-

300
200
100

A

0
0.001

0.01

0.1

1

10

6% Strain, |E*| (MPa)

log(Frequency) (Hz)
400
300
200
100

B

0
0.001

0.01

0.1

1

10

8% Strain, |E*| (MPa)

log(Frequency) (Hz)
400
300
200
100

C

0
0.001

0.01

0.1

1

10

log(Frequency) (Hz)
350
300

*

**

**

**

WT

**

Bgn +/Bgn-/-

250
200
150
100
50

D

0
0.01

0.1

1

5

10

Frequency (Hz)

Fig 3.4 (A-C) There is a significant effect of genotype on dynamic
modulus. (D) Data are pooled across strain level. At every frequency
level, Bgn+/- is significantly increased from WT. At every frequency
except 0.01Hz, Bgn-/- is significantly increased from WT Mean and
standard deviation shown. At the given frequency, * p≤0.05/3 vs
WT.
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*#+

*#+

*#+

*#+

*#+

4%
6%
8%

|E*| (MPa)

300

200

100

0
0.01

0.1

1

5

10

Frequency (Hz)
400

0.01Hz
0.1Hz
1Hz
5Hz
10Hz

|E*| (MPa)

300

200

100

0
4%

6%

8%

Strain Level

Fig 3.5 (A) At every frequency level, dynamic modulus significantly increased
with increasing strain level. (B) At a given strain level, all combinations of
frequencies were significantly different from each other (paired comparisons)
except 0.01Hz vs 0.1Hz at 4%, 6% and 8%, 1Hz vs 10Hz at 4%, as well as 5Hz
vs 10Hz at 8%. Data pooled across genotype, mean and standard deviation
shown. At the given frequency level, p≤0.05/3 for * 4% vs 6%, # 4% vs 8%, +
6% vs 8%. At the given strain level, bar denotes p≤0.05/10, paired comparisons.
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Fig 3.6 Dynamic modulus of representative Bgn-/- samples at 4% strain demonstrating
frequency dependence. Similar trends were seen in all genotypes.
There was a trend toward an effect of genotype on dynamic stiffness (Table 3.2).
In addition, there was a significant increase in dynamic stiffness with both increasing
strain and frequency and an interaction between the two. Similarly to dynamic modulus,
at a specific frequency, all strain levels are significantly different from each other. At a
specific strain level, again all frequencies were significantly different from each other
except 0.01Hz vs 0.1Hz at all frequencies, 1Hz vs 10Hz at 4% and 5Hz vs 10Hz at 8%.
A significant interaction between frequency and genotype denotes that the change with
frequency varies based on genotype.
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Table 3.2 Dynamic stiffness, mean and standard deviation shown in N/mm.

Lastly, no change was seen in the phase shift with change in genotype (Fig 3.7).
Phase shift was significantly decreased with increases in both strain and frequency. A
significant interaction between frequency and strain showed that at all frequencies, 4% vs
6% and 4% vs 8% were different from each other. 6% vs 8% were also different from
each other at 0.1Hz and 1Hz (Fig 3.8A). At a specific strain level, all frequencies were
found to be significantly different from each other except 0.01Hz vs 0.1Hz at 4% and 6%
(Fig 3.8B). A significant interaction between frequency and genotype denotes that the
change with frequency varies based on genotype.
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Fig 3.7 Phase shift was not significantly affected by genotype.
Both increasing strain level and frequency significantly decreased
the phase shift. In addition, there was a significant interaction
between frequency and genotype as well as frequency and strain
level. Mean and standard deviation shown at (A) 4%, (B) 6% and
(C) 8% strain.
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4
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*#+

8%
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3

2

1

0
0.01

0.1
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0.1Hz
1Hz
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4

3

2
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0
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6%
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Strain Level

Fig 3.8 (A) At every frequency level, phase shift at 4% was significantly higher
than both 6% and 8%. At 0.1 and 1Hz, 6% was higher than 8%. (B) At a given
strain level, all combinations of frequencies were significantly different from each
other (paired comparisons) except 0.01Hz vs 0.1Hz at 4% and 6%. Data pooled
across genotype, mean and standard deviation shown. At the given frequency
level, p≤0.05/3 for * 4% vs 6%, # 4% vs 8%, + 6% vs 8%. At given strain level,
bar denotes p≤0.05/10, paired comparisons.

b. Compressive Mechanics
Genotype was shown to have no significant effect on any compressive property,
contrary to our hypothesis (Fig 3.9). This included compressive shear modulus, peak
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modulus, equilibrium modulus and Poisson’s ration of the solid matrix. Approximately a
30% change from wildtype was detectable with an α=0.05 and power of 0.80 and the
sample size of this study.

Fig 3.9 Genotype did not significantly affect any of the measured compressive properties.

C2.Compositional and Structural Assays
a. Total Collagen Content
The total collagen content was not significantly affected by genotype in
agreement with our hypothesis (Fig 3.10). With the measured sample size and standard
deviations, an α = 0.05 and desired power of 0.80, we were able to detect a 30% change
in collagen content compared to wild type.
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Fig 3.10 Total collagen content was not significantly
affected by genotype. Mean and standard deviation shown.
b. Gene Expression
The relative quantity of biglycan mRNA was significantly reduced from wildtype
in both Bgn+/- and Bgn-/- (Fig 3.11A). In addition, the relative quantity of decorin was
reduced from wildtype in the Bgn-/- group but not in the Bgn+/- group (Fig 3.11B). No
change in the relative quantity of fibromodulin was seen between any of the groups (Fig
3.11C). Lumican expression was increased in Bgn-/- compared to both wildtype and
Bgn+/- (Fig 3.11D).
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Fig 3.11 (A) Biglycan relative expression was significantly decreased from WT in
both Bgn+/- and Bgn-/-. Bgn-/- was also decreased from Bgn+/-. (B) Decorin relative
expression was significantly decreased in Bgn-/- compared to WT. (C) Genotype did
not have a significant effect on fibromodulin relative expression. (D) Lumican
relative expression was significantly increased in Bgn-/- compared to both WT and
Bgn+/-. Mean and standard deviation shown. Bar denotes p≤0.05/3

c. Transmission Electron Microscopy
Overall, collagen fibrils were observed to have a uniformly circular cross section
(Fig 3.12). In some fibrils, the outer contours were irregular, however, this was not noted
to differ between genotypes. Qualitatively, the histograms of fibril diameter show a small
increase in larger fibrils (longer tail) in the Bgn+/- (Fig 3.13A, B). In the Bgn-/-, the density
of large fibrils appears to be increased compared to WT (Fig 3.13A, C). The average
fibril diameter was not significantly affected by genotype (Fig 3.14A). A trend was found
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due to the effect of genotype on the fibril diameter spread (coefficient of variation) (Fig
3.14B).

A
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B

90

C
Fig 3.12 Representative TEM images of fibril cross sections in (A) wildtype, (B) Bgn+/and (C) Bgn-/-. In all genotypes, most fibrils are well-formed and circular in shape. Some
fibrils were slightly abnormally shaped around the perimeter (arrows) but differences in
the frequency of these fibrils were not noted across genotypes. Scale bar 200nm.
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Fig 3.13 Histograms of collagen fibril diameters of (A) WT, (B)
Bgn+/- and (C) Bgn-/-. Quantitatively in the Bgn+/- a small increase in
larger fibrils (longer tail) can be seen. In the Bgn-/-, the density of
large fibrils appears to be increased compared to WT.
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Fig 3.14 (A) Genotype did not have a significant effect on average fibril
diameter. (B) There was a trend toward an effect of genotype on the
coefficient of variation (p=0.1). Mean and standard deviation shown.

D. Discussion
This study explored the changes in mechanical, structural and compositional
properties with mutant biglycan genotypes compared to wildtype. By examining both
collagen and SLRP changes, this study evaluated the influence on mechanics from both
the physical effect of the biglycan glycoprotein and collagen changes. By doing so, this
study explored fundamental structure-function relationships in the mature patellar tendon.
Surprisingly, no significant differences were found in collagen characteristics in either
the Bgn-/- or Bgn+/-. A trend in the fibril spread can be seen qualitatively in the Bgn+/- as
an increased large fibril diameter “tail” and a small increase in aggregation of larger
fibrils in the Bgn-/- (Fig 3.13). Previous studies have shown the role of biglycan in
collagen fibrillogenesis to be tissue specific. For example, in two month old male Bgn-/0
mice, fibrils in the bone and skin had increased average diameter and spread whereas in
the tail tendons, fibril average was decreased and spread increased.8 However, three
month old mouse quadriceps tendons were shown to have decreased average diameters
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and decreased spread.1 These results suggest that the role of biglycan in collagen
fibrillogenesis are also tendon, and possibly age, specific and may explain some of the
tendon specific changes in mechanics.
An interesting pattern of SLRP relative gene expression was found in the mutant
genotypes (Fig 3.11). While biglycan expression was decreased in both the Bgn-/- and
Bgn+/- as would be expected, Bgn-/- also had decreased decorin expression and increased
lumican expression. While lumican is a proteoglycan in cornea and other tissues, in
tendon it exists in a glycoprotein form.14 Lumican has been shown to also play a role in
collagen fibrillogenesis11 and may play a role in fibril formation in this model. Previous
studies have noted a complementary relationship between decorin and biglycan during
development.29 While compensatory changes in decorin were not noted in male mice
Bgn-/0 corneas28 or bone matrix,26 previous to this study, neither the decorin nor lumican
mRNA expression has been measured in the tendon of biglycan deficient mice.
No changes were seen in any elastic property, contrary to our hypothesis (Table 3.1).
This result is in agreement with a previous study in 8-10 week old Bgn-/- mouse patellar
and tail tendons.23 However, in the same animals, Bgn-/- FDL tendons had increased
linear region modulus. These results suggest that in vivo loading environment, and
therefore tendon type, is an important factor in determining structure function
relationships. In addition, the hierarchical level of collagen being analyzed may also play
a role and future studies comparing fascicle versus whole tendon mechanics may lend
further insight into possible relationships.
In tendon viscoelastic properties, dynamic modulus was significantly increased
from wildtype at all frequencies in the Bgn+/- (Fig 3.4D). The only other measured
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differences between wildtype and Bgn+/- were decreased biglycan expression and a trend
toward decreased fibril spread (qualitative increase in larger fibrils). This suggests that in
the Bgn+/- mice, the increased dynamic modulus may be a function of decreased biglycan
and/or larger fibrils, however, the shift in collagen fibril size is minimal and was not
reflected as an increase in elastic parameters as might be expected from larger fibrils.13
These results support the hypothesis that SLRPs are responsible for maintaining spacing
between collagen fibrils and that removal of them allows fibrils to interact more,
increasing fibril-fibril friction and adhesions, especially under small oscillatory loading.15
Dynamic modulus was also significantly increased in the Bgn-/- mice at all
frequencies except 0.01Hz (Fig 3.4D). In the Bgn-/-, a small qualitative aggregation in
larger fibrils was observed, but again, only a trend in the fibril spread was found and the
mean was not affected. In addition to decreased biglycan expression compared to
wildtype, Bgn-/- have decreased decorin relative gene expression and increased lumican
expression. Although this study did not assess total proteoglycan or GAG content,
lumican expression is relatively low even in wildtype tendons so it is unlikely that the
upregulation of lumican was enough to compensate for both the decreased decorin and
biglycan. This again supports the hypothesis that increased fibril-fibril interactions are
responsible for the increased Bgn-/- dynamic modulus.
Similar to the results found in Chapter 2, a significant effect of strain level was
noted in percent relaxation, dynamic stiffness, dynamic modulus, and phase angle. This
demonstrates that the viscous component of the mechanical response is reduced with
increasing strain. In addition, a significant effect of frequency was also found in dynamic
stiffness, dynamic modulus, and phase angle. Previous studies have shown similar
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frequency/strain rate dependence in the bovine Achilles tendon6 and human MCL.20
In both Bgn-/- and Bgn+/-, no differences were found in any compressive property (Fig
3.9) despite significant reductions in biglycan and/or decorin expression. Upregulation of
lumican in the Bgn-/- may partially account for these results, however, increased lumican
was not measured in the Bgn+/- where compressive properties also did not change. As
discussed in Chapter 2, approximately a 30% change from wildtype was detectable with
an α=0.05 and power of 0.80 and the sample size of this study. This again suggests that
SLRPs do not play a large enough role in the non-fibrillar matrix compressive stiffness to
overcome the effects of collagen tensile properties and the confining effects of the
surrounding tissue, contrary to our hypothesis. Future studies are needed to explore the
role of PGs/GAGs in controlling the time-dependent fluid flow both through the tissue
and parallel to the collagen fibers.
One limitation of this study is the measurement of relative mRNA expression
rather than protein levels. Previous work in other models has demonstrated a relationship
between these two measures suggesting mRNA is likely a reasonable predictor of the
actual protein present.21, 29 However, future studies will determine the relationship
between these two measures in our specific model. In addition, quantifying protein
content when compensatory mechanisms are present can be a useful tool in understanding
structure-function relationships. For instance, in this study it is unknown if the
upregulation of lumican resulted in enough protein to maintain compressive properties.
Unfortunately, a biglycan ELISA kit is not available commercially and Western blots
require large amounts of tissue.11 Despite this limitation, the statistical model to be
discussed in Chapter 5 is designed to relate quantitative increases or decreases in
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independent variables to changes in mechanics and will aid in interpreting complex
structure-function relationships.
Finally, tendon mineralization was not measured in this study although it was
noted in Bgn-/- tendons previously.18 However, ectopic ossification was not observed
grossly in any of the patellar tendons of this study. Previous studies have shown that
ectopic ossification increases with age (in both biglycan nulls and wildtypes) and is more
severe in males than females. It is also occurs more frequently in Bgn-/- mice in the
quadriceps and gastrocnemius tendons than patellar tendon at this age. Tendon
mineralization could be a confounding factor in our interpreting our structure-function
results, however, no increase in linear modulus and lack of gross observation suggests
that at 5 months of age, patellar tendon ectopic ossification is not a factor.

E. Summary
In conclusion, this study characterized the mechanical, compositional and
structural properties of mature tendon at a defined age and in a specific tendon with
changes in the amount of biglycan. It demonstrated that changes in collagen content and
structure cannot completely account for changes in tendon viscoelastic properties. Also,
reductions in biglycan do not cause large changes in compressive properties suggesting
other factors contribute to these properties such as lumican. Complex relationships
between biglycan, decorin and lumican exist and a rigorous statistical model is needed to
further define relationships between the compositional, structural and mechanical
properties. This approach will be discussed further in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 4. Comparison of the Mechanical, Compositional and
Structural Properties of the Decorin and Biglycan Null and
Heterozygous Mouse Patellar Tendons

A. Introduction
Decorin and biglycan are members of the class I family of small leucine-rich
proteoglycans (SLRPs). Decorin and biglycan have many structural similarities with
protein cores that share 55% amino acid identity and chemical similarities in the
remaining residue.5, 7 However, unique patterns of temporal and spatial expression
suggest they play different roles.2 For instance, during tendon development, biglycan
decreases from post-natal day 4 through 30 while decorin has the inverse relationship.10 It
has been hypothesized that the increased number of GAG chains of biglycan compared to
decorin may be responsible for their differing roles. Both have been found to bind other
matrix proteins including fibrillar collagen I and collagens V, VI, and XIV.5 4, 8
In previous Chapters, tendons from mice with reduced amounts of decorin and
biglycan were shown to have altered mechanical, compositional and structural properties
compared to wild type tendons. However, it is unknown if the changes noted differed
between decorin and biglycan mutant mice tendons. Therefore, the objective of this study
was to compare the mechanical, compositional and structural parameters of the mouse
patellar tendon in decorin heterozygote (Dcn+/-), decorin null (Dcn-/-), biglycan
heterozygote (Bgn+/-) and biglycan null (Bgn-/-) genotypes. We hypothesized that a) there
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would be no mechanical differences between genotypes, b) the decreased decorin
expression noted in the biglycan nulls would not be as low as decorin nulls and c) decorin
nulls would have a decreased average fibril diameter.
B. Methods
Data utilized in this study are the combination of data from Chapters 2 and 3 and
the reader is referred to those chapters for detailed methodology. Mechanical testing
consisted of tensile elastic and viscoelastic testing and compressive indentation testing.
Total collagen content and SLRP expression (decorin, biglycan, fibromodulin and
lumican) were used to characterize compositional changes. Finally, transmission electron
microscopy was used to evaluate the fibril diameter distribution within the tendon.
For linear and toe modulus and stiffness, ramp to failure transition points, total
collagen, gene relative expression, and TEM structural parameters, a one-way ANOVA
across genotype with Bonferroni post-hoc tests was performed. A two-way ANOVA
across genotype and repeated strain level was used to analyze the parameter of percent
relaxation with Bonferroni post-hoc tests. For viscoelastic parameters in the frequency
sweep, a three-way ANOVA comparing the effects of genotype, strain level and repeated
frequencies was performed. For significant interaction terms, simple effects were
analyzed using a Bonferroni post-hoc analysis. Significance for all tests was set at p ≤
0.05 and a trend at p ≤ 0.1.
C. Results
The cross-sectional area between mutant genotypes was significantly different.
Specifically, Bgn-/- had an increased cross-sectional area compared to Bgn+/- and Dcn+/-.
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Area (mm2)

0.4

Bgn -/-

Bgn +/-

Dcn -/-

Dcn +/-

0.3
0.2
0.1
0.0

Fig 4.1 Cross-sectional area is significantly
increased in the Bgn-/- compared to Bgn+/- and
Dcn+/-. Mean and standard deviation shown. Bar
denotes p≤0.05/6.
C1.Biomechanical Tests
a. Tensile Mechanics
No differences between genotypes were found in any elastic parameter including
toe and linear region stiffness and modulus or stiffness and modulus break point. In
addition, no significant differences were seen between mutant genotypes in percent
relaxation. In the dynamic response, no differences were seen between genotypes in
dynamic modulus, dynamic stiffness or the phase shift (Dynamic modulus shown, Table
4.1).
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Table 4.1 Dynamic Modulus, mean and standard deviation.
Freq (Hz)
0.01

0.1

1

5

10

Dcn +/-

103.4
±43.8

108.7
±49.6

115.8
±52.2

118.5
±53.7

116.5
±54.1

Dcn -/-

79.8
±57.5

84.7
±61.4

90.9
±64.2

93.3
±65.9

±66.5

Bgn +/-

100.0
±66.9

90.4
±54.3

111.5
±71.8

114.3
±73.5

112.8
±74.0

Bgn -/-

88.3
±57.1

91.7
±63.7

97.5
±66.6

100.0
±68.5

98.9
±69.2

Dcn +/-

197.7
±53.3

200.3
±53.2

211.3
±57.2

216.8
±59.1

216.2
±59.5

Dcn -/-

154.6
±76.4

161.6
±76.4

170.1
±79.5

174.6
±81.3

173.9
±82.0

Bgn +/-

184.6
±94.3

186.6
±93.2

196.7
±95.4

201.2
±97.5

200.4
±98.0

Bgn -/-

183.9
±82.9

184.2
±85.6

192.7
±88.2

197.4
±90.1

197.3
±90.6

Dcn +/-

287.6
±71.9

289.2
70.1

303.4
74.4

311.3
76.8

311.5
77.4

Dcn -/-

236.8
±77.1

239.7
±72.5

250.2
±75.2

256.3
±77.3

256.4
±77.8

Bgn +/-

269.2
±103.7

279.5
±105.7

291.0
±109.1

297.4
±111.4

297.3
±111.7

Bgn -/-

275.6
±85.5

270.7
±82.1

282.1
±84.8

288.8
±86.4

289.3
±87.0

4%

6%

8%

91.8

b. Compressive Mechanics
No differences were found between genotypes in any compressive property
including shear modulus, Poisson’s ratio of the solid matrix, peak modulus and
equilibrium modulus (Fig 4.2).
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Bgn -/-

Bgn +/-

10
5

A

Poisson's Ratio

µ (kPa)

15

0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0.0

60

B

50
40

40

E∞ (kPa)

E 0+ (kPa)

Dcn +/-

0.5

20

0

Dcn -/-

20

30
20
10

0

C

0

D

Fig 4.2 Genotype did not significantly affect any of the measured
compressive properties.
C2.Compositional and Structural Assays
a. Total Collagen Content
No differences in total collagen content were found between genotypes (Bgn-/-,
701.7 ± 238.1 µg/mg; Bgn+/- 737.0 ± 297.7 µg/mg; Dcn-/- 652.8 ± 275.6 µg/mg; Dcn+/546.0 ± 199.4 µg/mg, p=0.24, mean ± SD).
b. Gene Expression
A significant difference in relative biglycan mRNA expression was found
between genotypes (Fig 4.3A). Specifically, Bgn-/- had significantly less biglycan
expression than any other genotype. In addition, Bgn+/- had less biglycan expression than
Dcn-/- and Dcn+/- as hypothesized. A significant difference in relative decorin expression
was also found between genotypes (Fig 4.3B). As hypothesized, Dcn-/- had less decorin
expression than all other genotypes. However, Dcn+/- was not significantly different from
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Bgn-/- or Bgn-/-. Lumican relative expression was significantly different between
genotypes with Bgn-/- having increased lumican expression compared to all other
genotypes (Fig 4.3D). No significant differences in fibromodulin expression were noted
(Fig 4.3C).
Bgn -/-

Bgn +/-

Dcn -/-

Dcn content

5
4
3
2
1

A

Relative Expression

Relative Expression

Bgn content

0

30

20

10

Lum content

Fmod content
5

6
4
2

C

Relative Expression

Relative Expression

B

0

8

0

Dcn +/-

4
3
2
1
0

D

Fig 4.3 (A) Biglycan relative expression was significantly
increased from Bgn-/- and Bgn+/- in all other genotypes. (B)
Decorin relative expression was significantly decreased in
Dcn-/- compared to all other genotypes. (C) Genotype did
not have a significant effect on fibromodulin relative
expression. (D) Lumican relative expression was
significantly increased in Bgn-/- compared to all other
genotypes. Mean and standard deviation shown. Bar
denotes p≤0.05/6
c. Transmission Electron Microscopy
Collagen fibril characteristics quantitatively characterized by TEM were found to
be significantly different. Average fibril diameter was decreased in Dcn-/- compared to
Bgn-/-, Bgn+/- and Dcn+/- (Fig 4.4A). In addition, the coefficient of variation of the fibril
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diameters was significantly different between genotypes (Fig 4.4B). Specifically, Dcn-/had an increased coefficient of variation compared to Bgn-/- and Bgn+/-.
Bgn +/-

110
100
90
80

A

Dcn -/Coef. Variation (nm)

Average Diameter (nm)

Bgn -/-

Dcn +/-

0.50
0.45
0.40
0.35

B

Fig 4.4 (A) Average fibril diameter was significantly reduced in
Dcn-/- compared to all other genotypes. (B) The coefficient of
variation was significantly increased in Dcn-/- compared to
Bgn-/- and Bgn+/-. Mean and standard deviation shown. Bar denotes
p≤0.05/6
D. Discussion
This study explored the changes in mechanical, structural and compositional
properties between patellar tendons with reduced decorin and biglycan. No differences
were found with genotype in any of the tensile or compressive mechanical parameters.
However, fibril structural characteristics and SLRP expression levels were significantly
different between genotypes.
Previous studies in other tissues and at other ages have demonstrated tendon
collagen fibril changes in decorin and biglycan mutant genotypes.1, 10 The results from
this study show that at 5 months of age, the Dcn-/- have a larger average fibril diameter
and increased coefficient of variation compared to the other mutant mouse tendons. The
primary difference in SLRP expression at 5 months between the Dcn-/- and other
genotypes is the absence of decorin expression. While the biglycan mutants have
significantly decreased biglycan expression compared to Dcn-/-, biglycan expression
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between Dcn-/- and Dcn+/- are not different. On the other hand, Dcn+/- have decorin
expression similar to the Bgn-/- and Bgn+/- tendons. This suggests that the absence of
decorin in Dcn-/- rather than biglycan expression has a larger role in altering the collagen
structural characteristics. However, additional studies are needed to determine if
expression of other collagen regulatory factors such as collagen VI may also be altered in
the Dcn-/-.6
Previous Chapters have demonstrated a significant difference in tensile
viscoelastic mechanics between wild type and all mutant genotypes except Dcn-/-. While
collagen structural parameters are the same between Dcn+/-, Bgn-/- and Bgn+/-, SLRP
expression patterns for these mutant tendons significantly differ in both biglycan content
and lumican expression. These results suggest that biglycan and lumican may have a
functional relationship such that varying levels of each are able to result in similar
mechanics. Previous in vitro studies have explored the ability of SLRPs to functionally
compensate for each other, specifically, decorin and biglycan have been shown to
functionally compensate for each other during fibrillogenesis.9 While this study does
suggest that there may be a functional relationships, additional studies are needed to
explore the functional role of each.
Tissue from mice deficient in both decorin and biglycan has previously been
studied although data is limited due to the severity of the phenotype.3, 9 Fibril changes in
the skin and cornea are more severe than with either deficiency alone. Although they
have not been evaluated, the mechanical properties of a compound mutant may
demonstrate a further increase in dynamic properties compared to the single mutant
deficiencies explored here, however, collagen fibril changes may be so severe that the
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mechanical integrity of the tissue is compromised. Future studies evaluating these
changes in compound mutants, or possibly compound null/heterozygotes (i.e. Dcn-/-Bgn+/or Bgb-/-Dcn+/-), may help further expand understanding of the coordinated role of these
SLRPs in tendon mechanics.
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Chapter 5. Comparison of the Structure-Function
Relationships in Tendon with Variations in Decorin and
Biglycan

A. Introduction
In previous Chapters, it was shown that tendon viscoelastic properties are altered
in decorin and biglycan mutant genotypes. Further, within these groups, increases or
decreases in other small luceine-rich proteoglycans (SLRPs) as well as changes in
collagen characteristics also occur. In the previous Chapters, by examining these
mechanical, structural and compositional changes across genotype, it can be concluded
that the stiffer dynamic response seen in many of the mutant genotypes cannot be
completely explained by collagen fibril alterations. However, a complete understanding
of structure-function relationships in these models is limited without a rigorous
multifactorial analysis to differentiate between the interacting compositional and
structural parameters.
Regression models provide a statistical relationship between a response
(dependent) variable and predictor (independent) variable, or in the case of multiple
regression, multiple predictor variables. Such a model describes the tendency of the
response variable to vary with the predictor variables. This approach is well suited for
exploring relationships in mutant genotypes where both the targeted mutation and
compensatory mechanisms provide the variance in properties needed for a successful
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regression. However, it is also important to formulate conclusion from both the results of
a regression model and the scientific knowledge of the experimental design since
physical interpretations are not part of the statistical results.
A previous study utilized multiple regression to look at the influence of collagen
composition and structure and glycosaminoglycans (GAGs) on mechanical properties.22
Wildtype mice at different ages and mice with mutant genotypes to reduce collagen or
decorin were examined and tensile elastic parameters were measured. This study
indicated that of the parameters measured, sulfated GAG content and fibril area fraction
were the strongest predictors of mechanical properties and explained 51-74% of the
variation in the mechanical properties. However, it is thought that GAGs/SLRPs may also
play a role in tensile viscoelasticity4, 21 as well as compression,11 two loading modalities
not previously explored with this approach. In addition, only the total sulfated GAG
content was measured and not individual proteoglycans. Finally, results from previous
Chapters suggest that there may be interactions between compositional and structural
predictors that have not previously been evaluated.22 For example, biglycan null mice
were found to have a higher dynamic modulus which may result from decreased biglycan
and decorin expression, increased lumican expression, a shift in the fibril diameter
distribution or a combination of all these factors. A multivariate model with interactions
between these terms is needed to fully characterize the structure-function relationships of
the tissue.
Therefore, the objective of this study was to identify relationships between tensile
elastic, viscoelastic and compressive biomechanical properties and organizational and
compositional measures using multiple regression statistical analyses. We hypothesized
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that both decorin and biglycan content would be positive predictors for phase shift,
dynamic modulus, and compressive shear modulus. Fibril diameter distribution and
collagen content would be significant predictors for tensile linear modulus.

B. Methods
Data collected in Chapters 2 and 3 of this dissertation were used for the multiple
regression statistical model. Briefly, total collagen content was quantified using an ohydroxyproline assay (OHP), mean fibril diameter and spread were quantified using
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and the relative mRNA expression of decorin,
biglycan, fibromodulin and lumican were quantified using q-PCR. See Chapter 2 for a
detailed description of these methods. Due to the small size of the tissue, it was only
possible to perform two out of three of the structural and/or compositional methods in
each sample (OHP, TEM, qPCR). Despite this limitation, the mouse model was chosen
due to the availability of mutant genotypes and numerous biologic assays in contrast to
other animal models. Since multiple regression models view each sample as an individual
data point, it was necessary to develop a method to fill in the missing
structural/compositional variables in each sample. The mean of each genotype was used
to represent the missing values.23 A total of 125 samples were used for this analysis,
blinded to genotype such that only the independent parameters (compositional and
structural) were used to predict the dependent parameters (biomechanical). Alternative
methods for accounting for missing data, as well as a thorough presentation of the effects
of this choice, are presented in the discussion section of this Chapter.
A total of eight regression equations were formulated for this analysis relating
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eight dependent mechanical properties to the seven independent structural and
compositional parameters plus interaction terms. The eight mechanical parameters of
compressive shear modulus (µ; n=58), dynamic modulus (DM4f1, DM6f1, DM8f1;
n=52-53) and phase shift (P4f1, P6f1, P8f1; n=52-54) at 4%, 6% and 8% strain and a
frequency of 1 Hz, and linear tensile modulus (Linear; n=56) were chosen to represent
the mechanical testing procedure. These eight dependent variables were chosen from the
40 available to focus on the aims and hypotheses of the study. The 1 Hz frequency falls in
the middle of the test range and was therefore chosen to evaluate the relationships of
dynamic modulus and phase shift in this model. The seven independent properties
included the relative mRNA expression of decorin (Dcn), biglycan (Bgn), fibromodulin
(Fmod), lumican (Lum), and the collagen parameters of total collagen content (OHP),
mean fibril diameter (MeanFib) and the standard deviation of the fibril diameters
(FibStDev). Only material mechanical properties which are normalized to cross-sectional
area (versus structural) were used in these relationships since all compositional measures
were normalized to the amount of tissue present. Interaction terms between each of the
SLRPs with each other as well as each SLRP and the collagen parameters (oise to the
system of equations
Table 5.1) were evaluated on an individual basis by incorporating them into the
model with the 7 main predictors and only including them if p≤0.15. This was done to
systematically identify the interaction terms that were likely to be significant predictors
without adding unnecessary noise to the system of equations
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Table 5.1 Interaction terms for the multiple regression analysis
Dcn*Bgn
Dcn*Fmod
Dcn*Lum
Bgn*Fmod Bgn*Lum
Fmod*Lum
Dcn*OHP
Dcn*MeanFib
Dcn*FibStDev
Bgn*OHP
Bgn*MeanFib
Bgn*FibStDev
Fmod*OHP Fmod*MeanFib Fmod*FibStDev
Lum*OHP Lum*MeanFib Lum*FibStDev
Each of the regression equations was formulated in the following manner:
Y i = C i + β i1 (OHP

β i 4 (Dcn

) + β i 2 (MeanFib ) + β i 3 (FibStDev ) +
) + β i 5 (Bgn ) + β i 6 (F mod ) + β i 7 (Lum ) + β ik ( Interact

)

Eq. 5.1

where Yi (i=1-8) are the dependent mechanical parameters, Ci is a constant, k is the
number of interaction terms included (k=0- number of interactions) and βij (j=1-k) are the
coefficients calculated from the regression analysis. A sensitivity analysis to determine
the stability of the mean imputation method was performed by varying this imputed value
by ± 30% of the coefficient of variation on a subset of the dependent variables. This
corresponds to a change of 1-20% of the mean depending on the variation within that
parameter. Key differences such as change in magnitude, direction of regression
coefficients (positive or negative) and significance levels were noted. Pearson
correlations were also calculated between predictor variables to test the independence of
the predictors. Correlations were considered strong for r<0.7, moderate for 0.5<r<0.7 and
weak for r<0.5.2
To determine the final model, regression utilizing least-square estimation with
backward stepwise elimination was used to predict the dependent variables. Backward
elimination was chosen over forward since this method first considers all the independent
variables together before selecting parameters to remove, an important step when
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including interaction terms.17 In the backward stepwise method, a linear regression model
is first fit to the total model including all independent variables and interaction terms. For
each predictor variable, the partial F statistic and corresponding p value (p*) is calculated
to determine whether or not the slope is zero. The X variable with the largest p* is
identified and compared to a predetermined value of p-to-remove. If p* exceeds this
value, then the variable is removed from the regression model. In the same step, any
variables that were removed in previous steps are checked to see if they should be reinserted into the model as compared to p-to-enter. The procedure is then repeated, fitting
the regression model to the included predictors and determining if any should be removed
or included. If p* does not exceed the p-to-remove for any predictor variable in the model
and p* is not less than p-to-enter for any variable removed from the model, the stepwise
analysis terminates. The p-to-enter and p-to-remove was set at 0.05. Once variable
selection was complete, the overall model F statistic and R2 was calculated. A HolmBonferroni correction was applied to account for multiple regressions and significance set
at p≤0.05.

C. Results
C1.Selection of Interaction Terms
The following interaction terms were found to have a significance level less than
0.15 when individually incorporated into the model with the main effects. The following
interaction terms were therefore included in the initial models for the stepwise regression
and the sensitivity analysis for each dependent variable as shown (
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Table 5.2).

Table 5.2: Selected interaction terms
Dependent
Interactions Included
Parameter
µ
DM4f1
DM6f1
DM8f1
P4f1
P6f1
P8f1
Linear

Dcn*FibStDev, Lum*MeanFib
Bgn*Lum, Fmod*Lum
Bgn*Lum, Fmod*Lum, Fmod*FibStDev
Dcn*Fmod, Dcn*Lum, Bgn*Lum, Fmod*Lum, Fmod*FibStDev, Fmod*OHP
Bgn*Lum, Fmod*Lum, Bgn*MeanFib, Lum*MeanFib, Lum*OHP
Dcn*MeanFib, Bgn*MeanFib, Bgn*FibStDev, Lum*MeanFib, Lum*FibStDev,
Dcn*OHP, Bgn*OHP, Lum*OHP
Bgn*Lum, Dcn*OHP, Lum*OHP
Dcn*MeanFib, Bgn*MeanFib, Fmod*MeanFib, Lum*MeanFib, Dcn*OHP

C2.Sensitivity Analysis and Pearson Correlations
The sensitivity analysis demonstrated a stable system when varying the mean
imputations by ±30% of the coefficient of variation. One of two situations was observed:
1) all regressions coefficients varied minimally in magnitude (no order of magnitude
changes), did not change direction and did not have large changes in level of significance
or 2) regression coefficients did change in magnitude or direction but were limited to
parameters with high p-values and therefore were only contributing noise to the model in
any case. In these situations, stepwise regression confirmed that the unstable parameters
are removed from the regression and are highly non-significant. All Pearson correlations
between independent predictors were below 0.5 and therefore considered weak (Table
5.3).2
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Table 5.3 Pearson’s correlations
OHP

MeanFib

FibStDev

Dcn

Bgn

Fmod

OHP

1

MeanFib

0.08

1

FibStDev

0.02

0.36

1

Dcn

0.16

0.32

0.13

1

Bgn

-0.18

-0.14

-0.24

0.16

1

Fmod

-0.14

0.02

0.05

0.34

0.30

1

Lum

-0.06

0.27

0.17

0.26

-0.12

0.20

Lum

1

C3.Backward Stepwise Regression
Using a backward stepwise regression technique for variable selection, significant
predictors and their regression coefficients for each of the eight dependent parameters
were identified. Table 5.4 summarizes the model p-values and adjusted R2 terms where a
(*) denotes significant model using the Holm-Bonferroni correction. Eq. 5.2 through Eq.
5.6 are the final regression equations of the significant models. When interpreting
predictors that are involved in interaction terms, it is important to note that they cannot be
interpreted without the incorporation of the interactions.17 Table 5.5 through Table 5.9
incorporates the interaction terms into each main effect when applicable. Each significant
main effect is listed as well as the pertinent interactions terms. These tables should be
read, for example, as the dependent parameter µ is affected by the main effect of mean
fibril diameter plus the interaction relationship between mean fiber diameter and lumican.
The effect of MeanFib is therefore negative when lumican is at a high level and positive
at low levels of lumican. The effect of decorin on µ is positive for physiologic values of
fibril standard deviation (physiologic defined by the maximum and minimums of each
parameter in this study). In instances where two interaction terms are present for a main
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effect, the ratio of the interactions was computed. For example, P8f1 is significantly
affected by lumican which interacts with both OHP and biglycan. When the ratio of
OHP/Bgn is high, the effect of lumican is positive but when the ratio of OHP/Bgn is low,
the effect of lumican on P8f1 is negative.
Table 5.4 Regression results
Dependent
Parameter

Model
p-value

Adjusted
R2

µ

0.0092 *

0.23

DM4f1

0.0323

0.13

DM6f1

0.1429

0.05

DM8f1

0.0998

0.07

P4f1

0.0068 *

0.19

P6f1

0.0025 *

0.32

P8f1

0.0006 *

0.31

Linear

0.0004 *

0.29

µ = −10.4 − 0.0054OHP + 0.544MeanFib − 0.728FibStDev − 2.56 Dcn
− 1.06 Bgn + 0.958F mod + 54.3Lum + 0.061Dcn * FibStDev
− 0.560 Lum * MeanFib

Eq. 5.2

Table 5.5 Interpretation of µ regression
Dependent
µ

Predictor

Interpretation

OHP

OHP ↓

MeanFib (Lum*MeanFib)

Lum high, MeanFib ↓

Lum low, MeanFib ↑

FibStDev (Dcn*FibStDev)

Dcn high, FibStDev ↑

Dcn low, FibStDev ↓

Dcn (Dcn*FibStDev)

Dcn ↑ (Physiologic FibStDev)

Bgn

Bgn ↓

Fmod

Fmod ↑

Lum (Lum*MeanFib)

MeanFib high, Lum ↓

P 4 f 1 = 9.08 − 0.102MeanFib + 0.086 FibStDev − 7.34 Lum
+ 0.075Lum * MeanFib

MeanFib low, Lum ↑

Eq. 5.3
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Table 5.6 Interpretation of P4f1 regression
Dependent

Predictor

Interpretation

P4f1

MeanFib (Lum*Mean)

Lum high, MeanFib ↑

FibStDev

FibStDev ↑

Lum (Lum*Mean)

MeanFib high, Lum ↑

Lum low, MeanFib ↓

MeanFib low, Lum ↓

P6 f 1 = 1.03 + 0.0001OHP + 0.029 Dcn − 0.013MeanFib + 0.053FibStDev
+ 0.997 Bgn − 2.52 Lum − 0.024 Bgn * FibStDev + 0.021Lum * MeanFib
Eq. 5.4
− 0.0001Dcn * OHP + 0.0006 Lum * OHP
Table 5.7 Interpretation of P6f1 regression
Dependent

Predictor

Interpretation

P6f1

OHP (Dcn*OHP, Lum*OHP)

Dcn/Lum high, OHP ↓

Dcn/Lum low, OHP ↑

MeanFib (Lum*MeanFib)

Lum high, MeanFib ↑

Lum low, MeanFib ↓

FibStDev (Bgn*FibStDev)

Bgn high, FibStDev ↓

Bgn low, FibStDev ↑

Dcn (Dcn*OHP)

Dcn ↓ (Physiologic OHP)

Bgn (Bgn*FibStDev)

FibStDev high, Bgn ↓

Lum (Lum*OHP, Lum*Mean)

Lum ↓ (Physiologic OHP/MeanFib)

FibStDev low, Bgn ↑

P8 f 1 = 0.612 − 0.0001OHP + 0.010 MeanFib + 0.144 Bgn − 0.118 Lum
− 0.058 Bgn * Lum + 0.0002 Lum * OHP

Eq. 5.5

Table 5.8 Interpretation of P8f1 regression
Dependent
P8f1

Predictor

Interpretation

OHP (Lum*OHP)

Lum high, OHP ↑

Lum low, OHP ↓

MeanFib

MeanFib ↑

Bgn (Bgn*Lum)

Lum high, Bgn ↓

Lum low, Bgn ↑

Lum (Bgn*Lum, Lum*OHP)

OHP/Bgn high, Lum ↑

OHP/Bgn low, Lum ↓

Linear = 3890.8 − 36.2 MeanFib + 1517.4 Bgn − 1539.6 F mod

Eq. 5.6

− 15.4 Bgn * MeanFib + 15.7 F mod* MeanFib
Table 5.9 Interpretation of Linear regression
Dependent

Predictor

Interpretation

Linear

MeanFib (Bgn*MeanFib,
Fmod*MeanFib)

Fmod/Bgn high, MeanFib ↑

Fmod/Bgn low, MeanFib ↓

Bgn (Bgn*MeanFib)

MeanFib high, Bgn ↓

MeanFib low, Bgn ↑

Fmod (Fmod*MeanFib)

MeanFib high, Fmod ↑

MeanFib low, Fmod ↓
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D. Discussion

This study utilized compositional, structural and mechanical parameters collected
from mice with mutant genotypes in decorin and biglycan in order to study structurefunction relationships in mature, uninjured tendon. A multiple regression analysis was
performed on the independent structural and compositional parameters to form a model in
an attempt to predict the dependent mechanical parameters and rigorously evaluate the
complex relationships between the parameters. Due to the small amount of tissue in a
mouse patellar tendon, only two out of three of the compositional/structural assays were
able to be performed and missing values were imputed using a group mean. This method
proved to be stable within ±30% of the coefficient of variation.
Backward stepwise regression identified significant predictors for each of the
eight mechanical parameters analyzed. Briefly, a significant model for compressive shear
modulus, µ, was found to be dependent on collagen compositional and structural
measures as well as the mRNA expression for all four measured SLRPs. Significant
models for phase shift at all three strain levels were found and included dependence on
collagen content, collagen structure, decorin, biglycan and lumican in varying
combinations based on strain level. Finally, linear modulus was shown to be significantly
dependent on the mean fibril diameter, biglycan and fibromodulin. Complex interactions
were present in all models and are important to consider when interpreting the results.
However, adjusted R2 values were low and only accounted for 19-32% of the variation in
the data. These results agree with the hypotheses that both collagen characteristics and
SLRPs are significant predictors of tendon mechanics although the relationships are more
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complex than a simple positive or negative effect.
Multiple regression statistical analysis relates the predictor variables and
interaction terms to the dependent variable, evaluating each animal as a single, complete
data set. Therefore, each sample must contribute information about all seven of the
predictor variables. Because only two of the three assays to obtain predictor variables
were measured in each animal, a method to represent the missing data was needed. Many
statistical methods exist to represent missing data including multiple imputation and
mean imputation. Multiple imputation replaces the missing data values with m>1
plausible values estimated from the observed data that reflects the uncertainty due to
missing data.15 Estimated values are determined based on a multi-dimensional normal
distribution, drawing relationships between the other known parameters to find the best
estimate for the missing data. Each of the m data sets is then analyzed with traditional,
complete-data-set methods. While multiple imputation is an increasingly accepted
method within the statistical literature,6, 29 for the data set in the current study, the small
amount of mouse tissue available only allowed for measurement of two out of the three
assays. This means that when the multiple imputation algorithm attempts to estimate the
missing value, it is unable to produce the multi-dimensional relationship between all
seven predictor values. In addition, many of the independent parameters are not normally
distributed, and even after mathematical transformation, did not represent a full normal
distribution. For instance, when a power transformation was performed in pilot studies on
the decorin expression variable, the data was normally distributed as measured by the
Shapiro–Wilk test, but still did not include the tails of the distribution. Therefore, when
multiple imputation was attempted, values that did not accurately represent the original
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data set were produced. For these reasons, it was determined that multiple imputation was
not a viable option for this data set.
In mean imputation, all the missing values are replaced with the genotype
average. While this preserves the sample means and results in unbiased coefficient
estimates, it distorts the covariance structure and therefore the errors.23 For this reason, a
sensitivity analysis was conducted to lend confidence that the data set was stable even
with added variation. Results demonstrated that increasing or decreasing the group means
by 30% of the coefficient of variation resulted in generally stable regressions. When
regression coefficients were found to vary, these changes were limited to highly nonsignificant independent variables. This implies that these coefficients were only varying
based on the noise in the system which was confirmed by their consistent removal during
a stepwise regression. One limitation of this approach is that model R2 values are
expected to be lower than when all measured data is used due to the reduced variation in
the data.17 However, this method was the most likely to provide unbiased regression
coefficients and therefore, with the added confidence from the results of the sensitivity
analysis, the data set completed with imputed means was deemed the most appropriate
for use in subsequent analyses.
Multiple regression analysis assumes that predictor variables are independent.
Therefore Pearson correlations were calculated to determine the linear dependence
between independent predictors. Uncorrelated predictors are often difficult to obtain in
biologic systems so it is important to be aware of any correlations that may exist.
However, all Pearson correlations in this model were below 0.50 and considered weak.2
In fact, only the combinations of MeanFib/FibStDev, Dcn/MeanFib, Dcn/Fmod and
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Bgn/Fmod had correlations above 0.30 whereas all other correlations were below this
value.
A significant regression model was found for the dependent variable linear
modulus. Mean fibril diameter, biglycan and fibromodulin were all significant predictors
with interactions involving all three parameters. Previous studies have found varying
results on the correlation between fibril diameter and tendon,3, 14, 19 however, none have
quantitatively evaluated the interaction between the matrix components. In this study,
mean fibril diameter was shown to have a positive effect on linear modulus when the
ratio of fibromodulin to biglycan is high, but a negative effect when the ratio is low. This
interaction could be due to a difference in fibril spacing when different SLRPs are present
or absent. It is important to note that a change in mean fibril size does not necessarily
imply a shift of a unimodal distribution. Instead, an increase in a specific fibril population
in a bimodal distribution could result in a change in the mean without affecting the fibril
diameter standard deviation. The significant interaction terms identified in this model
may account for the conflicting results found in previous studies and demonstrate the
importance of considering the amounts of other components in the tissue when examining
structure-function relationships.
Both biglycan and fibromodulin were also found to be significant predictors of
linear modulus. Interestingly, they have opposite effects depending on the mean fibril
diameter. For instance, when the mean fibril diameter is high, biglycan has a negative
effect on linear modulus and fibromodulin has a negative effect. The opposite is true
when mean fibril diameter is low. This may be due to a number of factors. Biglycan is a
Class I SLRP and therefore has two chondroitin or dermatan sulfate (CS/DS) GAG
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chains.30 Fibromodulin, on the other hand, is a Class II SLRP and is associated with up to
5 keratan sulfate (KS) GAG chains. KS chains have been shown to be much shorter than
CS/DS24 which suggests that GAG chain length may play an important role in SLRPfibril interactions. Differing relationships between fibril size and packing may allow for
the optimal incorporation of either biglycan or fibromodulin based on GAG size.
Another factor that may be important to consider is how these particular SLRPs
bind to collagen fibrils. While fibromodulin, decorin and lumican have all been suggested
to bind to collagen via their horseshoe-shaped protein core,26 it has been hypothesized
that biglycan binds via its GAG chains.20 The binding of fibromodulin via its protein
core allows the GAG chain to orient perpendicularly to the collagen fibril, into the
interfibrillar space.10, 25 Biglycan, on the other hand, may orient parallel to the collagen
fibril due to the binding of its GAG chain to the fibril.20, 27 An increase in a small fibril
population increases the surface area available for SLRPs to bind to and form interfibrillar links.19 If a particular SLRP has a higher affinity for binding or orientation to fit
into the interfibrillar space, this may explain the relationships between different SLRPs,
fibril diameter and linear modulus. In addition, binding of a particular SLRP may block
sites for other SLRPs or minor collagens while its absence may allow for more fibrilfibril friction.
Collagen content, collagen structure, decorin, biglycan and lumican were found to
be significant predictors of phase shift. The interaction of collagen and SLRPs suggests
that the interconnectivity of the tissue matrix is an important factor in determining the
viscous-like nature of tendon.13 Similarities between the 4 and 6% strain levels include an
interaction between MeanFib and Lum such that when lumican is high, increasing the
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mean fibril size increases the phase shift. Between the 6 and 8% strain levels, an
interaction between Lum and OHP (or Dcn/Lum and OHP at 6%) showed that at high
lumican levels (low Dcn/Lum), increasing OHP increased phase shift. These interactions
demonstrate a consistent relationship between lumican and collagen in predicting tendon
viscoelasticity. Although previous studies in null mice have shown a role of lumican in
collagen fibrillogenesis,5 these results suggest a further relationship. Whether this
interaction is based on fibril spacing or preferential binding to different diameter fibrils
based on the absence or presence of other SLRPs i.e. decorin is yet to be determined.
The phase shift at 6 and 8% strains again demonstrates a different effect due to
biglycan than the other SLRPs. At 6% strain, biglycan depends on the fibril standard
deviation such that it’s possible to increase biglycan and have a resulting increase in
phase shift. Decorin and lumican, on the other hand, both have negative effects on phase
shift. At 8% strain, biglycan and lumican have opposite effects with a negative effect of
biglycan when lumican is high and a positive effect when lumican is low. The few studies
that have examined the binding of biglycan to collagen have found conflicting results and
suggest its binding mechanism differs from decorin despite their structural similarities.12,
20

The results of this study suggest that future studies clarifying the binding of biglycan to

collagen may lend additional insight into how different SLRPs affect structure-function
relationships.
For the compressive property shear modulus, µ, a significant model was
determined with all seven predictor variables found to be significant. While compressive
testing does partially isolate the extra-fibrillar matrix from the collagen tensile properties,
these results and others in cartilage8, 9, 16 demonstrate how the complex ECM interacts
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even in compression. Swelling pressure is thought to engage the collagen network during
compressive loading and the significant predictor of OHP, MeanFib and FibStDev
demonstrate the dependence of compressive properties on collagen. The relationship,
however, is complex and depends on the properties of the proteoglycan matrix as well.
This is reflected in the interaction terms of the fibril structural network (MeanFib,
FibStDev) and the SLRP extra-fibrillar network (Lum, Dcn). A previous study in
ligament demonstrated that GAGs likely play a role in controlling the flow-dependent
properties of the tissue under compressive loads.11 This study also supports this
hypothesis and suggests that the size and distribution of the collagen fibrils along with the
way they are interconnected with SLRPs may effect how water flows through the matrix.
Looking at the effect of the SLRPs on µ, biglycan again plays a slightly different role
than the other SLRPs. Where decorin, fibromodulin and lumican (at low mean fibril
sizes) have a positive effect on µ, biglycan has a negative effect. Future studies are
needed to examine fluid-flow through the tissue and its relationship to the negatively
charged SLRPs.
The importance of using multiple regression models when examining complex
structure-function relationships can be shown by comparing the multiple regression
results to univariate regressions. For example, a univariate regression between P4f1 and
lumican would have shown that there was a negative relationship between lumican and
P4f1. The multiple regression analysis shows us that since there is an interaction between
mean fibril diameter and lumican, the effect of lumican can only be interpreted with the
value of mean fibril diameter in mind.17 Although it was necessary in this study to make
certain assumptions due to the small amount of tissue, the ability to perform multiple
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regression rather than just univariate was vital to interpreting the complex relationships of
compositional and structural parameters with tendon mechanics. The importance of the
interaction terms is further reflected in a significant contribution in each of the statistical
models by interactions between terms. Additional levels of interactions, for instance a
three-way interaction, could also be examined in future studies.
It should be noted that the adjusted model R2 values were found to range from
0.19-0.32, lower than what has previously been found in a similar study,22 and suggests
the dependent variable is not well modeled by the significant dependent variables. This
value reflects the amount of variation in the dependent variable the independent variable
can account for, adjusted for the number of predictor variables. These low values may be,
in part, a result of the mean imputation method utilized in this study since the variation in
the data was reduced. It does, however, imply that other factors not included in this study
may result in increased R2 values. Such parameters include compositional parameters
such as minor collagens XII and XIV,1, 31 structural parameters such as fibril area
fraction22 or sub-fibrillar mechanisms such as crosslinking.7, 28 Understanding these
relationships may also benefit from additional study of the interaction between fibril size
and SLRPs, beyond their role in fibrillogenesis. For instance, exploring if small fibrils
have more available binding sites for protein core binding rather than GAG chain
binding.20 Finally, future studies are needed to confirm the relationship between relative
mRNA expression and protein content to ensure a correlation between the two measures
in our model.
To better utilize the tool of multiple regression statistical analysis in
understanding structure-function relationships in mouse models, future protocol
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development and advancement of current assays are needed to develop ways to
accurately quantify parameters from smaller amounts of tissue. Although it would be
difficult to trisect the tendon and extract the necessary components from the resulting
tissue, obtaining all independent parameters from a subset of samples using the methods
in this dissertation may improve the ability to determine relationships for imputing
missing values. Another approach to better utilize the limited amount of tissue available
would be to determine if the tendon used for mechanical testing can also be used for
compositional assays. Pilot studies would need to confirm the effect of the mechanical
testing procedure, but for instance, the OHP assay for total collagen content may prove to
be unaffected. Such an approach would make more tissue available in the contralateral
limb for additional assays. Development of other techniques is another strategy. For
example, the enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) is a technique used to
quantify total protein content in a sample. However, to detect a signal, more protein is
needed than is available in half a mouse patellar tendon.18 In addition, a commercial kit
for biglycan is not currently available. By developing protocols utilizing ELISA
amplification systems (i.e. Invitrogen ELISA Amplification System) and creating
sensitive and reliable ELISA procedures for all target SLRPs and collagens, future
studies may be able to obtain more information from a single mouse tendon. If such
methods become available, the addition of lumican and fibromodulin null and
heterozygote mice to this model may be another method for future studies to use to
greatly improve the understanding of structure-function relationships.
An examination of the remaining dependent variables from the mechanical test
(compressive instantaneous and equilibrium modulus, tensile dynamic modulus and
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phase shift at 0.01, 0.1, 5 and 10 Hz at 4, 6 and 8% strain, percent relaxations, toe
modulus and break point) demonstrated consistency within the compressive properties,
dynamic modulus and toe modulus but not within phase shift or percent relaxation (see
Appendix). Although the results are not contradictory to those discussed above, different
predictor variables or none at all were chosen as significant. Overall, these
inconsistencies along with low adjusted R2 values suggest that within the confines of this
animal model, this methodology was not able to evaluate the structure-function
relationships as rigorously as desired. Despite this limitation, the detection of significant
interaction terms identified future avenues of study that have not previously been
explored.
In conclusion, this study quantitatively evaluated the relationships between tendon
mechanical, compositional and structural parameters. The results presented in this study
were drawn within the limitations of the study design and suggest that several factors
combine to predict mechanical parameters including decorin and biglycan. The complex
nature of these interactions and the need to evaluate parameters in a multivariate setting is
emphasized. In addition, these results demonstrate the need for more advanced
methodologies for small amounts of tissue as use of the mouse model becomes more
common for investigating structure-function relationships.
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Chapter 6. Conclusions and Future Directions
A. Overall Conclusions

It was the overall aim of this dissertation to evaluate the structure-function
relationships between complex tendon mechanics, structure and composition with a focus
on decorin and biglycan, two Class I small leucine rich proteoglycan (SLRPs).
Establishing these relationships in mature, uninjured tendon is necessary to build a
foundational understanding about how load is transferred through tendon. In this
dissertation, homozygous null and heterozygous mutant genotype mouse models were
utilized and the amounts of SLRPs were varied to allow for the study of the “dose”
response on tendon mechanics (Chapters 2, 3 and 4). A statistical model was used to
explore the coordinated roles of the measured matrix molecules to better understand the
structure-function relationships in tendon and account for the compensation often seen in
mutant models (Chapter 5). This chapter will summarize the findings of the previous
chapters as well as discuss future directions for this research.

A1. Mechanical, Compositional and Structural Properties of the Decorin Null and
Heterozygous Mouse Patellar Tendon

Chapter 2 focused on the role of decorin, the most common SLRP in tendon
which accounts for ~80% of the SLRPs in the tensile region of tendon.67 Previous studies
have shown that it is a regulator of collagen fibrillogenesis85 and along with changes in
collagen structure, mice deficient in decorin have altered mechanics.65, 66, 85 However, it is
often unclear if these mechanical changes were a result of collagen changes or the
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inherent effect of the reduction of SLRPs. Therefore, we sought to evaluate the structurefunction relationships in decorin null (Dcn-/-) and decorin heterozygote (Dcn+/-) mouse
patellar tendons compared to wildtype (WT).
Interestingly, no changes were seen in any elastic tensile or compressive
properties and other SLRPs were not upregulated to compensate for the reduction in
decorin. Genotype did, however, have an affect on viscoelastic mechanical properties,
total collagen content and collagen fibril diameters. Specifically, the dynamic modulus
measured during a small amplitude frequency sweep was significantly increased in Dcn+/compared to WT. This could be due to a combination of both decreases in collagen and
decorin; however, if collagen was the primary contributor to this mechanical response, a
decreased modulus would have been expected. On the other hand, no significant changes
were seen in any mechanical property in the Dcn-/- mice which, interestingly, does not
appear to be due to compensation by other SLRPs. A smaller mean fibril diameter was
shown in Dcn-/- compared to WT. Previous studies have suggested that smaller fibrils
play a role in viscoelasticity22 and may balance the mechanical consequences of
removing decorin in this study. These results suggest that decorin plays a role in tendon
viscoelasticity that cannot be completely explained by its role in fibrillogenesis.
Also in this Chapter, the mechanical response of tendons was shown to be both
strain level and frequency dependent. Strain level dependence suggests that as the tendon
is increasingly strained, more of the tissue is engaged which results in a stiffer dynamic
response with less fluid movement in and out of the tissue. The effect of frequency
measured in this study may be a combination of both strain rate and frequency
dependencies and is in agreement with previous studies.9, 59 These strain level and
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frequency/strain rate dependencies demonstrate the complex mechanical nature of the
tissue and are important characteristics needed for describing tendon in mathematical
modeling.29, 46

A2. Mechanical, Compositional and Structural Properties of the Biglycan Null and
Heterozygous Mouse Patellar Tendon

Chapter 3 focused on the role of biglycan, another member of the class I family of
SLRPs. It has been shown to bind fibrillar collagen 18, 69 as well as interact with collagens
V, VI, and XIV.39 As with decorin, it has previously been shown to be a regulator during
collagen fibrillogenesis and tendons from mice deficient in biglycan have tendon fibril
diameters that are decreased compared to wildtype while fibril spread is age and tendon
specific.3, 16 Studies investigating the role of biglycan in tendon mechanics are limited but
have shown that results are tendon specific.65 Again, it is unclear if these changes
followed the tissue-specific collagen changes or if the biglycan molecule itself was
playing a mechanical role. Therefore, we sought to evaluate the structure-function
relationships in biglycan null (Bgn-/-) and biglycan heterozygote (Bgn+/-) mouse patellar
tendons compared to wildtype (WT).
Both Bgn+/- and Bgn-/- were found in general to have an increased dynamic
modulus compared to WT. However, no significant changes were seen in total collagen
or fibril diameter and only a trend was observed in fibril spread which qualitatively can
be described by an aggregation of larger fibrils. This suggests that in Bgn+/-, the increased
dynamic modulus is most likely a function of the decreased biglycan. In the Bgn-/-, on the
other hand, decreases in biglycan expression were accompanied by decreased decorin and
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increased lumican expression. While again only a trend was found in fibril spread, a
complex relationship between these SLRPs may exist to result in the increased dynamic
modulus. These results also demonstrate an age and tendon-specific dependence for
changes in collagen structure in mutant models.
Surprisingly, no differences were seen in compressive properties of the biglycan
mutant genotypes despite significant reductions in biglycan and/or decorin expression.
Upregulation of lumican in the Bgn-/- may partially account for these results, however,
increased lumican was not measured in the Bgn+/- where compressive properties also did
not change. Although it is possible that changes are occurring below the sensitivity of our
experiment, these results suggest that changes in the amounts of SLRPs in this model do
not have a large enough effect to overcome competing forces.

A3. Comparison of the Mechanical, Compositional and Structural Properties of the
Decorin and Biglycan Null and Heterozygous Mouse Patellar Tendons

Chapter 4 compared the mechanical, compositional and structural parameters of
the mouse patellar tendon in decorin heterozygote (Dcn+/-), decorin null (Dcn-/-), biglycan
heterozygote (Bgn+/-) and biglycan null (Bgn-/-) genotypes. No differences were found
with genotype in any of the tensile or compressive mechanical parameters. However,
fibril structural characteristics and SLRP expression levels were significantly different
between genotypes. These results suggest that different combinations of structural and
compositional parameters found in decorin and biglycan mutant genotype tendons result
in similar mechanical properties.
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A4. Comparison of the Structure-Function Relationships in Tendon with
Variations in Decorin and Biglycan

Chapter 5 utilized multiple regression statistical modeling which provides a
statistical relationship between a response (biomechanical) variable and predictor
(compositional and structural) variables. Biomechanical, structural and compositional
parameters of the decorin and biglycan mouse mutant genotypes were collected in
Chapters 2 and 3 of this dissertation. Eight biomechanical parameters representing the
compressive, viscoelastic and elastic characteristics of the tendon were chosen for
regression analysis. Due to limited tissue size, only two out of the three
compositional/structural assays were able to be measured in a single tendon necessitating
the need for a method to impute missing data for the regression model. Mean imputation
by genotype was selected to represent missing data. This type of imputation method
retains relationships between groups and does not bias the regression coefficients.68 In
addition, it was selected because it does not need to form a relationship between all
predictor variables as other methods of imputation do52 and which was not possible in our
model due to limited tissue size. Mean imputation does distort the covariance structure
and therefore a sensitivity analysis of ±30% of the coefficient of variation of each
measurement was conducted. Results demonstrated a stable data set and subsequent
regression analysis was possible with a now complete data set. Interaction terms between
each of the SLRPs with each other as well as each SLRP with the collagen parameters
were evaluated for inclusion into the model.
A backward stepwise, linear regression model was performed and significant
models for five of the eight dependent parameters were determined. Briefly, a significant
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model for compressive shear modulus, µ, was found to be dependent on collagen
compositional and structural measures as well as the mRNA expression for all four
measured SLRPs. Significant models for phase shift at all three strain levels were found
and included dependence on collagen content, collagen structure, decorin, biglycan and
lumican in varying combinations based on strain level. Finally, linear modulus was
shown to be significantly dependent on the mean fibril diameter, biglycan and
fibromodulin. Complex interactions were present in all models and are important to
consider when interpreting the results. However, adjusted R2 values were low and only
accounted for 19-32% of the variation in the data.
Interestingly, significant interaction terms were present in all models. This
demonstrates the importance of considering the amounts of other components in the
tissue when examining structure-function relationships. This study also demonstrated the
importance of collecting all predictor variables from a single specimen when possible,
even in a subset of the animals, when multiple regression will be used and relationships
between all predictor variables will be developed.

B. Future Directions

The body of work described in this dissertation has expanded the fundamental
knowledge of the role of decorin and biglycan in tendon mechanics. In addition,
interactions between compositional and structural components were identified and the
limitations and uses of multiple regression statistical analysis discussed. The following
section describes several potential avenues for future research based on the results and
methodologies of this work.
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B1. Experimental investigation of structure-function relationships

The previous Chapters of this dissertation have focused on the role of decorin and
biglycan in tendon structure-function relationships. In addition to decorin and biglycan
expression, compensation by other SLRPs, total collagen content and collagen fibril
structure were measured. Chapter 5 focused on elucidating these relationships and found
that the interactions between collagen fibrils and SLRPs are highly significant and
important to consider when determining structure-function relationships. However, the
regression model suggests that only 19-32% of the variation in the mechanical parameters
can be explained by the components measured in this study, although this may be partly
attributed to the mean imputation method utilized. Future studies are needed to elucidate
the mechanisms by which complex tendon mechanics occur.
a. Compositional and structural components

Other matrix molecules and structural properties may account for the additional
variation in mechanical data and future studies are needed to identify their role in
transferring load through tendon. While multiple regression statistical analysis may not
always be an option due to tissue limitations, the systematic methodology presented in
this thesis of evaluating relationships at a specific age and in a specific tissue may yield
valuable information about tendon structure-function relationships. Other compositional
and structural mechanisms that may contribute to this area of study are discussed below.
i. Lubricin

Lubricin, or proteoglycan 4, is found in a variety of tissues including meniscus,
synovial fluid and tendon.75, 76 It has been shown to have boundary lubricating properties
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as well as to lubricate the surface of articular cartilage similar to synovial fluid.70
Recently, lubricin has been found to not only be localized to the tendon surface but
between tendon collagen fascicles where the tissue is subjected to shear forces and areas
of high compressive loading.75 Previous studies have shown that enzymatic digestion of
lubricin in flexor tendons increased surface gliding friction.2 In lubricin null mice, a
decreased relaxation ratio in tail tendon fascicles was noted.1, 63 However, testing of the
tail fascicle did not allow for evaluation of the role of lubricin in inter-fascicular sliding.
These results suggest that lubricin may be an important component in determining tendon
viscoelasticity. The objective of this study would be to determine the role of lubricin as a
mechanism for tendon viscoelasticity through inter-fascicular sliding. This could be
achieved by utilizing the elastic and viscoelastic testing protocol developed here for
patellar tendon in lubricin null and heterozygote mice. The associated hypotheses would
be that dynamic modulus would be increased and percent relaxation decreased in both the
null and heterozygote mutant genotypes in a dose-dependent manner since interfascicular friction would be increased.
ii. Water

Soft tissue viscoelasticity is thought to be partially attributed to the movement of
water in and out of the tissue.81 By altering the test environment, previous studies have
shown that soft tissue viscoelastic mechanical properties are dependent on the water
content of the tissue.13 Other studies have suggested that due to the negative charge of
proteoglycans and therefore interaction with water, SLRPs may play an important role in
controlling the movement of water in the tissue. However, the viscoelasticity from this
fluid movement is difficult to distinguish from the inherent viscoelasticity of the tissue
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matrix. Although this is a commonly accepted explanation of the origin of tendon
viscoelasticity, few studies have directly visualized or measured the fluid through the
tissue and only using magnetic resonance which is limited in resolution and the ability to
capture images quickly over time.34, 37 Instead, the fluid flow is usually assumed from
other testing modalities (i.e., confined compression, tensile stress relaxation).36, 38
Therefore, the objective of this study would be to first develop a method to visualize and
quantify fluid movement during loading in tendon to aid in understanding flowdependent viscoelasticity. One method toward obtaining this objective is briefly outlined
below.
Recently, the technique of photobleaching has been utilized to measure fluid flow
in tissue engineered constructs12 and diffusion properties in articular cartilage, agarose
gel and ligament.48, 49 The basic approach to this technique is to first soak the tissue in an
aqueous solution containing a fluorescent dye. Following this step, samples are mounted
on the stage of a confocal microscope and a line photobleached through the tissue at the
desired orientation. Fluorescence Recovery After Photobleaching (FRAP) is measured by
capturing images over time as the fluid or molecules move through the tissue.12 Using
this method, studies have demonstrated that the diffusion properties of soft tissues are
dependent on their extracellular matrix (ECM) organization and that, for example,
diffusion in ligament is anisotropic with more diffusion along the direction of the fibers.
By incorporating a loading mechanism on the confocal microscope stage, images in the
plane of interest could be captured to measure FRAP during loading.
Upon the successful creation of this technique, future studies could directly
visualize the influence of SLRPs on fluid flow in the tissue. The objective of this study
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would be to evaluate the fluid flow through the patellar tendon in decorin and biglycan
mutant genotypes. The associated hypotheses would be that: 1) decorin null and
heterozygote mice would have increased flow parallel to the fibers since the total SLRP
content is decreased based on the lack of compensation of other SLRPs found in this
study, 2) biglycan null and heterozygote mice would have increased flow parallel to the
fibers but not to the same extent as the decorin mutant mice. This would be based on the
fact that although lumican is upregulated in the biglycan null, the associated GAG chains
of lumican are much shorter than those in biglycan and therefore may not interact with
water to the same extent and 3) little or no differences would be noted transverse to the
fiber direction within a single plane. If the results of such a study demonstrate that the
specific type of SLRP does not influence fluid flow, enzymatic digestion could also be
explored.
iii. Decoupling collagen and GAGs

Both decorin and biglycan have been shown to play a role in collagen
fibrillogenesis18, 44, 85 and this effect has also been noted in the current study. Although
the regression model in this study aimed to distinguish between mechanical changes
caused by collagen versus SLRP content, due to the limitation of tissue size and the need
to use mean imputation, interpretation of the results is limited. Therefore, an
experimental approach to separate the effects of SLRPs and collagen would aid in
interpreting the contribution of each component to tendon mechanics. Previous studies in
tendon, cartilage and ligament have used enzymatic digestion to evaluate the role of the
proteoglycan and collagen networks.21, 33, 53, 54, 64, 86 Future studies could apply a similar
approach to the mutant genotype models investigated in this study to experimentally
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decouple the relationship between SLRPs and collagen. The objective of this study would
be to evaluate the isolated collagen matrix of decorin and biglycan mutant genotype
tendons in order to determine the role collagen fibrils play in the altered mechanics
measured in this dissertation. The associated overall hypothesis would be that dynamic
modulus will increase following digestion for all genotypes due to increased fibril-fibril
interactions. Specifically, following digestion compared to wildtype, we hypothesize that:
1) decorin null mice will have an increased viscoelastic response due to a smaller fibril
population, 2) biglycan nulls mice will have a stiffer response due to an aggregation of
larger fibrils and 3) decorin and biglycan heterozygotes will be similar to wildtype.
Certain limitations exist with enzymatic digestion and should be considered. For
instance, chondroitinase ABC digests only the sulfated glycosaminoglycan (GAG) chains
of the proteoglycan (PG), leaving behind the protein core.35 This information alone may
be interesting to determine the role of the GAG chain versus the whole proteoglycan
molecule. On the other hand, trypsin is an enzyme that digests the entire proteoglycan but
in certain tissues and concentrations may also affect the collagen network.40, 80 Pilot
studies to characterize the effects of either enzyme would be necessary.
iv. Collagen realignment under load

Another mechanism that is thought to influence tendon mechanics is the reorientation of collagen fibers during loading.81 As the tendon is loaded, fibers are
gradually recruited and begin bearing load and realigning in the fiber direction. Polarized
light microscopy is a technique that allows for visualization and quantification of the
collagen fiber orientation. Recently, a method in our laboratory has been developed to
conduct quantitative polarized light imaging during tendon loading.47 In the human
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supraspinatus tendon, significant fiber realignment was noted to occur in the toe region of
the loading curve supporting the idea that fiber alignment is partly responsible for the
non-linear nature of tendon. A recent study in a collagen-agarose co-gel model further
suggests that changes to the extra-fibrillar matrix may play a role in the rate and amount
of fiber realignment under load.45 The objective of this study would be to determine the
role of SLRPs in controlling fiber realignment during tendon loading. The hypotheses
associated with this would be: 1) Fibers in the decorin mutant genotype tendons would
orient more rapidly and at lower strain levels than wildtype and 2) collagen fibers in
biglycan null mice would realign at a similar rate as wildtype due to lumican
compensation.
v. Interpreting structure-function relationships

When evaluating structure-function relationships it can often be difficult to
determine if a particular compositional or structural factor is related to a change in
mechanics, particularly in mutant genotype models. Although care must be taken when
interpreting univariate relationships since this body of work demonstrated the importance
of interaction terms, such analysis can provide initial direction toward significant
predictor variables. In more complex models, larger animal models can be utilized to
allow for measurement of all predictor variables in a single tendon and subsequent use of
multiple regression statistical analysis. As mutant genotype models become more readily
available in rats and rabbits,25, 77 multiple regression may also prove to be a useful tool in
models where measurement of numerous compensatory mechanisms is necessary. An
understanding of how all these compositional and structural components interact to
determine biomechanics is necessary if clinicians and scientists are to build a
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fundamental understanding of the normal way load is transferred through tendon.
b. Mechanical evaluation

In both Chapters 2 and 3 of this dissertation, the compressive properties of
patellar tendons were examined. Surprisingly, no differences were seen in the
compressive shear modulus, peak modulus or equilibrium modulus with changes in
genotype. Large changes may not have been noted in these properties due to the effects of
collagen tensile properties which are present from fluid pressurization. However, in
Chapter 5, multiple regression analysis determined a significant model to describe the
compressive shear modulus that included predictors of collagen content, collagen
structure, and SLRPs. This suggests that SLRPs are still likely to play a role in
compressive mechanics but were not detectable in the experimental design of Chapters 2
and 3. Additional analysis and modeling of the time-dependent parameters of the
compressive data in the current study could result in further information about the roles
of SLRPs in tendon compressive mechanics.
Previous work in cartilage has developed methods to examine the time-dependent
compressive properties of soft tissue. In particular, biphasic models describe fiber
reinforced tissues such as tendon in two phases: a solid phase and a fluid phase. The
viscoelastic behavior in compression depends not only on the solid phase, but how the
fluid phase is confined within it when the tissue is deformed.58 Multiple methods to solve
the biphasic equations have been developed and applied such as numeric algorithms,61
finite difference methods38 and finite element models.11 These methods result in a
description of the stiffness of the material, measured by an aggregate modulus or an
equivalent parameter, a Poisson’s ratio of the solid matrix and a factor describing
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permeability.
A previous study applying biphasic theory in porcine ligament found that with
GAG digestion, the intrinsic permeability of the tissue increased.38 This demonstrates that
in ligament, removal of GAGs allows for a more rapid water exudation and faster
compaction of the tissue transverse to the fibers. Results from a collagen-agarose co-gel
model support this concept and suggest that the non-fibrillar material plays a role in
altering lateral compaction and volume loss.45 The objective of this study would be to
determine the time-dependent response under compressive loading with changes in the
amount of decorin and biglycan using the biphasic model. Data already collected in the
current study could be utilized to evaluate this mechanism. Our first hypothesis would be
that the permeability of the tendon would be decreased in decorin null mice and to a
lesser extent, in heterozygotes. The second hypothesis would be that permeability would
be decreased in the biglycan null mice but to a lesser extent than the decorin nulls due to
compensation by lumican. Finally, relaxation would happen more rapidly in the mutant
genotype tendons due to decreased control of water movement by the reduced number of
GAG chains present.
Lateral compaction of tendon is not only important in compression, but also an
important characteristic of the tissue in tension as measured by Poisson’s ratio. A role in
controlling the transverse compaction of fibers may be a further mechanism by which
SLRPs influence mechanical properties. Future studies could image the tendon from
multiple directions during tensile loading as conducted previously55, 79 with the objective
of quantifying the role of SLRPs in the lateral compaction of the tendon under tensile
loading. The associated hypothesis would be that when decorin is reduced, the Poisson’s
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ratio will be higher. Due to evidence from the regression analysis in this study that
biglycan may play a different role than other SLRPs, it is hypothesized that it will not
play as large a role in fibril spacing as decorin. Therefore, we hypothesize that when
biglycan is reduced, the Poisson’s ratio will not differ from wildtype.
Isolating the non-fibrillar components and the collagen fiber matrix in mechanical
testing can be a challenge. Due to high fluid pressurization and a complex collagen
network, compressive loading does not completely isolate the extra-fibrillar matrix. Shear
testing is a way to eliminate the dominate fiber response and gain information about the
extrafibrillar matrix.24, 53 Specifically, testing in simple shear would allow for a better
isolation of the PG matrix and allow for a more sensitive analysis to mechanical changes
in mutant genotypes. Due to the small size of the mouse tendon, it would be difficult to
grip the edges of the tissue and still be able to measure shear properties at a distance
without stress concentrations from gripping. Therefore, this type of testing in particular
would benefit from a larger animal model. Both rat and rabbit mutant models are
becoming more common in the field25, 77 and development of decorin and biglycan
mutant genotypes is possible. Biologic assays are still limited in these animal models, but
as the field progresses, the benefits of testing in larger models will render development of
advanced assays necessary. The objective of this study would be to quantitatively
evaluate the biomechanical shear properties in decorin and biglycan null rats or rabbits.
As demonstrated by this study, it would also be necessary to quantify the structural and
compositional changes as these properties are dependent on age, tendon and feasibly
animal. The associated hypothesis would be that given no compensation by other SLRPs,
shear properties would be decreased in mutant genotype tendons. This hypothesis is in
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opposition to the results of the current study (increased dynamic modulus in many mutant
genotype tendons), however, we hypothesize that fibril sliding is not a mechanism in
shear loading and therefore fibril-fibril friction may not be as influential in this testing
modality. This study would also most likely provide the necessary amount of tissue for a
thorough multiple regression statistical analysis to quantitatively evaluate the interactions
between the compositional and structural parameters as they relate to biomechanical
shear properties.
In this thesis and in other studies, it has been hypothesized that PGs are
responsible for maintaining fibril spacing and that the increased dynamic modulus seen in
this dissertation may be a result of increased fibril-fibril interactions. A novel technique
using confocal microscopy previously quantified fibril movement by tracking the cells
along the collagen fibril during mechanical testing.71 This method allowed for
measurement of movement between fibrils and visualization of how load is redistributed
during tendon relaxation. Specifically, measuring the inter-fibrillar movement during
loading in SLRP mutant genotypes would help confirm the role of SLRPs in maintaining
fibril spacing and therefore decreasing fibril-fibril interactions. The hypothesis of this
study would be that inter-fibrillar sliding is decreased in the decorin and biglycan mutant
genotypes except for the decorin nulls. This is hypothesized since the decorin nulls have
a fibril profile (increased small diameter fibrils, more bimodal) with spacing controlled
by a molecule other than decorin. This concept is supported by the lack of change in
mechanical properties measured in this study in the decorin null mice as well as the
interaction between collagen structure and different SLRPs identified in the multiple
regression model.
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c. Tendon viscoelasticity

Numerous studies have been conducted to evaluate tendon elastic properties and
often failure strength or linear modulus is viewed as the gold standard for tissue
engineered constructs.10, 60 Studies examining quasi-static, elastic tensile properties have
demonstrated that the tissue response varies locally throughout the tendon.62, 64 For
instance, load transmission in the tendon midsubstance is much different than at the
complex boney insertion where load is transmitted from tendon to the high stiffness bone.
While failure and elastic properties are important, restoration of tendon viscoelastic
properties is also needed to regain everyday functional capabilities following injury.
Work presented here and in other studies have advanced the knowledge of tendon
viscoelasticity (i.e. 14, 15, 17, 19, 20, 43), however, future studies need to continue
characterizing the mechanisms responsible for this mechanical phenomenon and
advancing the understanding of how the tissue micro-structure relates to viscoelasticity.
Despite its importance in tendon function, limited characterization of local
viscoelastic properties exists.82 Since both collagen organization and composition of the
tendon can vary along its length,6, 47, 78 it would be expected that viscoelasticity varies as
well. A previous study in the mouse Achilles tendon evaluated quasi-static elastic
properties after GAG digestion and found that changes were location specific.64
Specifically, linear modulus was significantly affected by removal of GAGs in the distal
third of the tendon, but not the proximal or central third. In this dissertation, dynamic
modulus was significantly increased in decorin and biglycan mutant genotypes, however,
it is unknown if this result is specific to a particular region. The objective of this study
would be to evaluate the local viscoelastic properties of the patellar tendon in decorin and
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biglycan mutant genotypes and correlate these changes to local mRNA expression of
SLRPs. Local tissue strains could be quantified through the use of high resolution
cameras or mechanical setups under a microscope to allow for the resolution to track
small displacements. The associated hypotheses would be that: 1) in the wildtype
tendons, regional differences will exist in SLRP content with a higher amount in the
proximal and distal thirds of the tendon near the boney insertion, 2) in the mutant mice,
compensatory increases in other SLRPs, when present, will be highest in the regions
where the missing/reduced SLRPs were highest in the wildtype and 3) dynamic
properties will vary locally and correlate with regional changes in SLRP content.
Future studies could also take advantage of the naturally occurring variation in
composition and structure of tendons to advance the understanding of tendon
viscoelasticity. The patellar tendon was chosen in this study due to its organized collagen
structure and in vivo tensile loading environment to reduce complications from complex
parameters as a first step in understanding the roles of decorin and biglycan. Results from
this study compared to previous studies also suggested that many changes in mutant
genotypes are tendon specific. By examining other tendons in the same animals used in
this thesis, future studies could utilize these differences to further structure-function
knowledge. For instance, the supraspinatus tendon of the rotator cuff is subjected to
complex loading conditions including compression. Consequently, its compositional and
structural makeup differs from a tendon loaded purely in tension such as an altered
proteoglycan profile and more disorganized fiber distribution.8 These additional factors
would need to be quantified and considered when interpreting any mechanical differences
between genotypes but would provide a way to study additional compositional and
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structural parameters that were not present in the patellar tendon.

B2. Role of decorin and biglycan in the healing response to injury

Tendon injuries are a growing problem in the mature and aging population.5
Following tendon injury, disorganized and compositionally altered scar tissue fills the
injury site resulting in a mechanically compromised structure. Although many advances
have been made in the treatment and prevention of such injuries, treatment strategies are
still limited and full function is often never regained. The amount of SLRPs has been
shown to vary during the injury and healing process. For instance, in the detached rat
supraspinatus tendon, biglycan peaks and then decreases back to uninjured levels over
time whereas decorin increases and remains increased from uninjured.84 In addition,
structural properties are altered after injury including changes in fibril diameters73 and
organization of the collagen network.26 In animal models of tendon injury, tendon
mechanics are reduced and do not return to uninjured values.51 Understanding the process
by which the tendon heals and which parameters are combining to result in inferior
mechanics is key to developing methods to better treat tendon injury.
Therefore, future studies will explore the role of decorin and biglycan in the
healing response and such studies are already underway in our laboratory using a
previously established mouse patellar tendon injury model.50 This dissertation provides
guidance on the methodology of how to systematically evaluate structure-function
relationships in a mouse model and contributes to the fundamental, uninjured properties
to which an injury scenario will be compared. Outlined below are steps that could be
taken in future studies to meet these objectives.
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Following tendon injury, the body responds by initiating an organized but
complex cascade of events which can be described within three general phases:
inflammation/hemostasis, proliferation/fibroplasia and remodeling/maturation.51 During
the inflammation stage, which occurs almost immediately after injury, erythrocytes,
fibroblasts and inflammatory cells migrate to the injury site and vasoactive and
chemotactic factors are released. One such factor is TGF-β, an important driver of the
inflammatory phase.42 Both decorin and biglycan are thought to interact with TGF-β,
sequestering and regulating its release in the ECM.4, 41 Future studies using mutant
genotypes in decorin and biglycan would therefore benefit from an understanding of the
role of these two SLRPs in the inflammation phase. Specifically, an exploratory
microarray study as early as 1 and 3 days following injury focusing on growth factors
such as TGF-β , PDGF, interleukins and other inflammatory cytokines as well as
expression of collagens I and III, would be helpful to identify key differences between
genotypes that may effect long term differences between groups.
Once the early differences between genotypes have been established, the
objective of the next study would be to determine the role of decorin and biglycan in the
healing response to injury at early, intermediate and late time points with a quantitative
characterization of compositional, structural and biomechanical properties at various
points post injury. This could be achieved at time points such as 4, 6 and 12 weeks post
surgery to establish a characterization of the healing time line as scar tissue is formed in
response to injury. Compositional parameters should include mRNA expression and
protein content of the four SLRPs decorin, biglycan, fibromodulin and lumican to probe
for any compensatory mechanisms between these molecules that may affect mechanics.
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In addition, in the mature tendon healing response, type III collagen is produced in
addition to type I.7 For this reason it would be important to measure both types of
collagen and to examine the ratio between the two in all the mutant genotypes. Since
SLRPs play a role in collagen fibrillogenesis, this ratio may differ depending on the types
of SLRPs expressed and may be important in understanding how SLRPs affect healing.
In addition, in scar tissue, collagen fibrils are more disorganized than uninjured tendons
and therefore collagen organization would be an important parameter to quantify.26, 27
The associated hypotheses of this study would be: 1) mechanical parameters in the
decorin null animals will be inferior to wildtype since decorin is necessary for a long
term healing response, 2) biglycan mutant genotype animals will return more rapidly than
wildtype since it is hypothesized that early biglycan expression is detrimental to healing
and 3) collagen fibril profiles in the mutant genotypes will be altered from wildtype.
If a thorough characterization of the structural and compositional properties is
completed, it is possible to draw conclusions about the role of decorin and biglycan in the
response to injury without a mathematical or statistical model as was done in Chapters 2
and 3 of this dissertation. However, evaluating interaction terms and identifying complex
relationships does require further analysis. In this body of work, the limitation of not
having a complete data set for multiple regression statistical analysis due to tissue
limitations was discussed. Therefore, it would be important to try and measure all of the
predictor variables from a single tendon for regression in at least a subset of the tendons.
Development of enzyme-linked immunosorbent assays (ELISAs) for protein
quantification or measuring fiber orientation during mechanical testing47 as discussed
above may be options to better distribute the available tissue.
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B3. Constitutive modeling

Mathematical constitutive models are needed to interpret and elucidate the
meaning of experimental measurements and to quantify the complex behavior of tendon.
Two models of viscoelasticity have historically been used to describe soft tissue. The
quasi-linear viscoelastic model23 (QLV) has primarily been applied to tissues loaded in
tension in vivo such as tendon and ligament whereas the biphasic model58 has primarily
been applied to tissue loaded in compression in vivo such as cartilage.61 In the QLV
model, physical explanations for the processes behind the parameters are not described.
On the other hand, biphasic modeling considers two phases to the tissue: a solid phase
and a fluid phase. These equations provide a descriptive formulation of fluid flow as a
mechanism for viscoelasticity. As discussed previously, this model could be used to
describe the compressive data of this dissertation, but future modeling could also modify
the model to describe the tensile response of tendon as discussed below.
A previous study utilized the biphasic model to describe the tensile viscoelastic
properties of mouse tail tendon with good model and experimental data agreement.83 This
type of model includes parameters to describe the moduli and Poisson’s ratios in the fiber
and transverse directions as well as tissue permeability. Previously, the cylindrical
geometry of the tail fascicle allowed for a simpler analytical solution to the axisymmetric
symmetry, however, most tendons, including the patellar tendon, have a planar geometry.
The objective of this study would be to develop a biphasic model for tendon with planar
geometery56 with the simplified assumptions of a transversely isotropic material with an
elastic solid and viscous fluid. With the successful development of such a model, the
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objective of the next study would be to evaluate the predictive ability of the model
utilizing the data collected in this thesis as well as to evaluate the correlations between
the model parameters and compositional and structural measures of the ECM. The
associated hypothesis would be that: 1) percent relaxation and tissue permeability as
determined by the biphasic model will be strain dependent and 2) tissue permeability
would negatively correlate to decorin and biglycan content. If the basic model
assumptions do not describe the data well, more complex model parameters could be
systematically incorporated. For example, modeling the tissue as an elastic solid and
viscous fluid assumes the viscoelasticity of the tissue is flow-dependent only. As a
second step, the solid matrix in the biphasic model could be represented as a viscoelastic
material forming a biphasic poroviscoelastic model.57 This would allow for investigation
of the intrinsic flow-independent viscoelasticity of tendon, similar to that previously
studied in cartilage.72, 74
A second type of constitutive modeling that future studies could explore involves
investigating the distribution of fiber diameters and their contribution to tendon
mechanics. Descriptions of the structural results presented in this dissertation were
limited to parameters such as the mean and standard deviation of the fibril diameters
which do not fully characterize a bimodal distribution. Previous studies have utilized
constitutive modeling to lend insight into how the distribution of the diameters affects
tendon mechanics.32 Further, shear interactions between the fibers and matrix can be
included30 which have previously been shown to be an important contributor to tendon
and other soft tissue mechanics.28, 29, 31 The objective of this study would be to develop
and use the law of mixtures for fiber composites to elucidate the role of different fiber
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populations on tendon mechanics as well as the role of shear interactions between the
fiber and extrafibrillar matrix. Preliminary steps would be needed to adapt current models
for tendon geometry and material characteristics. Upon the successful development of
such models for tendon, future studies could evaluate the predictive ability of the model
using the data from this study. The associated hypotheses would be that 1) the shear
interaction between the fibers and extrafibrillar matrix will be dependent on total SLRP
content, decreasing when less SLRPs are present, 2) the incorporation of smaller fibril
diameter populations will influence viscoelastic properties and 3) the fibril spacing
needed to successfully predict the experimental data will be correlated to the specific type
of SLRP present.

C. Final Conclusions

The studies conducted in this dissertation illustrated the role of decorin and
biglycan in tendon mechanics and the complex interaction between the compositional and
structural makeup of the tissue. Understanding of tendon structure-function relationships
is still not complete and additional components and structural mechanisms need further
exploration. The data presented in this thesis provides a systematic methodology to
evaluate these relationships. Future studies also need to continue to explore tendon
viscoelasticity as restoring elastic properties after injury may not be enough to regain
normal function. Tools such as multiple regression statistical models and constitutive
modeling are useful in interpreting results and creating ways to quantify relationships
between tendon composition, structure and mechanics.
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Appendix
Multiple Regression Statistical Model Results
Compressive instantaneous modulus
Dependent Variable
EPK
Adjusted Squared Multiple R
0.2206
Model p value
0.0102
Effect
Coefficient p-Value
CONSTANT
-31.2008 0.7132
OHP
-0.0161 0.0477
MEAN_FIB
1.6332 0.0384
STDEV
-2.1844 0.0286
DCN
-7.6572 0.0090
BGN
-3.1800 0.0398
FMOD
2.8696 0.0037
LUM
162.9866 0.0311
DCN*STDEV
0.1827 0.0126
LUM*MEAN
-1.6810 0.0281

Compressive equilibrium modulus
Dependent Variable
EINF
Adjusted Squared Multiple R 0.2511
Model p value
0.0049
Effect
Coefficient p-Value
CONSTANT
-36.7523 0.6206
OHP
-0.0152 0.0323
MEAN_FIB
1.5421 0.0258
STDEV
-1.9033 0.0291
DCN
-6.7648 0.0083
BGN
-2.9319 0.0305
FMOD
2.7806 0.0014
LUM
151.9071 0.0219
DCN*STDEV
0.1605 0.0121
LUM*MEAN
-1.5660 0.0196

Dynamic modulus, 4% strain, 0.01Hz
Dependent Variable
DM4F0.01
Adjusted Squared Multiple R 0.0831
Model p value
0.0674
Effect
Coefficient
p-Value
CONSTANT
98.5383
0.0001
BGN
-26.8395
0.0647
LUM
-6.8212
0.6015
BGN*LUM
23.9861
0.0212
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Dynamic modulus, 4% strain, 0.1Hz
Dependent Variable
DM4F0.1
Adjusted Squared Multiple R 0.1640
Model p value
0.0286
Effect
Coefficient
p-Value
CONSTANT
286.3078
0.0006
OHP
-0.2370
0.0152
BGN
-28.8984
0.0439
FMOD
-47.1514
0.0329
BGN*LUM
27.8820
0.0094
FMOD*OHP
0.0565
0.0506
LUM
-3.1202
0.8041

Dynamic modulus, 4% strain, 5Hz
Dependent Variable
N
Adjusted Squared Multiple R
Model p value
Effect
Coefficient
CONSTANT
120.0542
FMOD
-11.4520
LUM
-20.3876
FMOD*LUM
9.7841

DM4F5
52
0.0593
0.1164
p-Value
0.0003
0.1817
0.2853
0.0384

Dynamic modulus, 4% strain, 10Hz
Dependent Variable
DM4F10
Adjusted Squared Multiple R 0.0585
Model p value
0.1185
Effect
Coefficient
p-Value
CONSTANT
118.7279
0.0003
FMOD
-11.5703
0.1806
LUM
-20.2716
0.2916
FMOD*LUM
9.8075
0.0393

Dynamic modulus, 6% strain, 0.01Hz
Dependent Variable
DM6F0.01
Adjusted Squared Multiple R 0.0506
Model p value
0.1379
Effect
Coefficient
p-Value
CONSTANT
196.3505
0.0000
BGN
-38.3569
0.0612
LUM
-9.9312
0.5896
BGN*LUM
29.6261
0.0421
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Dynamic modulus, 6% strain, 0.1Hz
Dependent Variable
DM6F0.1
Adjusted Squared Multiple R 0.0479
Model p value
0.1466
Effect
Coefficient
p-Value
CONSTANT
191.7866
0.0000
BGN
-34.9438
0.0887
LUM
-6.6022
0.7210
BGN*LUM
28.3523
0.0525

Dynamic modulus, 6% strain, 5Hz
Dependent Variable
DM6F5
Adjusted Squared Multiple R 0.0482
Model p value
0.1456
Effect
Coefficient
p-Value
CONSTANT
206.2447
0.0000
BGN
-37.0502
0.0889
LUM
-7.3238
0.7089
BGN*LUM
30.3033
0.0508

Dynamic modulus, 6% strain, 10Hz
Dependent Variable
DM6F10
Adjusted Squared Multiple R 0.0474
Model p value
0.1484
Effect
Coefficient
p-Value
CONSTANT
205.6700
0.0000
BGN
-37.1096
0.0902
LUM
-7.1956
0.7154
BGN*LUM
30.2795
0.0523

Dynamic modulus, 8% strain, 0.01Hz
Dependent Variable
DM8F0.01
Adjusted Squared Multiple R 0.0657
Model p value
0.1008
Effect
Coefficient
p-Value
CONSTANT
263.5279
0.0000
BGN
-36.6729
0.1255
LUM
2.1991
0.9203
BGN*LUM
27.9213
0.0924
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Dynamic modulus, 8% strain, 0.1Hz
Dependent Variable
DM8F0.1
Adjusted Squared Multiple R 0.0703
Model p value
0.0907
Effect
Coefficient
p-Value
CONSTANT
264.0212
0.0000
BGN
-36.7101
0.1222
LUM
1.4203
0.9481
BGN*LUM
29.2038
0.0765

Dynamic modulus, 8% strain, 5Hz
Dependent Variable
Adjusted Squared Multiple R
Model p value
Effect
Coefficient
CONSTANT
281.1975
BGN
-37.7967
LUM
1.4873
BGN*LUM
30.4204

DM8F5
0.0643
0.1041
p-Value
0.0000
0.1352
0.9490
0.0832

Dynamic modulus, 8% strain, 10Hz
Dependent Variable
DM8F10
Adjusted Squared Multiple R 0.0631
Model p value
0.1069
Effect
Coefficient
p-Value
CONSTANT
281.2458
0.0000
BGN
-37.7023
0.1379
LUM
1.5881
0.9458
BGN*LUM
30.3369
0.0854

Phase Shift, 4% strain, 0.01Hz
Dependent Variable
P4F0.01
Adjusted Squared Multiple R n/a
Model p value
n/a
Effect
Coefficient
p-Value
CONSTANT
3.6128
0.0000

Phase Shift, 4% strain, 0.1Hz
Dependent Variable
P4F0.1
Adjusted Squared Multiple R n/a
Model p value
n/a
Effect
Coefficient
p-Value
CONSTANT
3.6370
0.0000
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Phase Shift, 4% strain, 5Hz
Dependent Variable
P4F5
Adjusted Squared Multiple R n/a
Model p value
n/a
Effect
Coefficient
p-Value
CONSTANT
2.3186
0.0000

Phase Shift, 4% strain, 10Hz
Dependent Variable
P4F10
Adjusted Squared Multiple R n/a
Model p value
n/a
Effect
Coefficient
p-Value
CONSTANT
2.0264
0.0000

Phase Shift, 6% strain, 0.01Hz
Dependent Variable
P6F0.01
Adjusted Squared Multiple R n/a
Model p value
n/a
Effect
Coefficient
p-Value
CONSTANT
2.5812
0.0000

Phase Shift, 6% strain, 0.1Hz
Dependent Variable
Adjusted Squared Multiple R
Model p value
Effect
Coefficient
CONSTANT
1.1314
OHP
0.0018
DCN
0.0749
DCN*OHP
-0.0001

P6F0.1
0.0753
0.0808
p-Value
0.0297
0.0211
0.0199
0.0111

Phase Shift, 6% strain, 5Hz
Dependent Variable
P6F5
Adjusted Squared Multiple R n/a
Model p value
n/a
Effect
Coefficient
p-Value
CONSTANT
1.6372
0.0000

Phase Shift, 6% strain, 10Hz
Dependent Variable
P6F10
Adjusted Squared Multiple R n/a
Model p value
n/a
Effect
Coefficient
p-Value
CONSTANT
1.2548
0.0000
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Phase Shift, 8% strain, 0.01Hz
Dependent Variable
P8F0.01
Adjusted Squared Multiple R 0.2002
Model p value
0.0084
Effect
Coefficient p-Value
CONSTANT
1.8803
0.3588
DCN
-0.2977
0.0939
BGN*FMOD
0.0918
0.0607
DCN*MEAN
0.0030
0.1070
BGN
-0.1445
0.3886
FMOD
-0.0568
0.5719
MEAN_FIB
0.0054
0.7982

Phase Shift, 8% strain, 0.1Hz
Dependent Variable
Adjusted Squared Multiple R
Model p value
Effect
Coefficient
CONSTANT
0.3058
OHP
0.0009
STDEV
0.0185
DCN
0.0373
BGN
0.2195
BGN*LUM
-0.1084
DCN*OHP
-0.0001
LUM
0.0368

P8F0.1
0.2791
0.0022
p-Value
0.5104
0.0088
0.0491
0.0104
0.0011
0.0227
0.0098
0.4984

Dependent Variable
Adjusted Squared Multiple R
Model p value
Effect
Coefficient
CONSTANT
-0.3636
OHP
0.0004
MEAN_FIB
0.0146
BGN
0.0924

P8F5
0.2742
0.0003
p-Value
0.4814
0.0163
0.0063
0.0011

Phase Shift, 8% strain, 5Hz

Phase Shift, 8% strain, 10Hz
Dependent Variable
Adjusted Squared Multiple R
Model p value
Effect
Coefficient
CONSTANT
1.2542
DCN
-0.0863
FMOD
-0.0725
OHP
-0.0001
INTERDF
0.0130
INTERDOHP
0.0001

P8F10
0.2529
0.0019
p-Value
0.0074
0.0102
0.3531
0.8077
0.0288
0.0425
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Percent relaxation, 4% strain
Dependent Variable
RELAX4
Adjusted Squared Multiple R n/a
Model p value
n/a
Effect
Coefficient
p-Value
CONSTANT
50.3635
0.0000

Percent relaxation, 6% strain
Dependent Variable
Adjusted Squared Multiple R
Model p value
Effect
Coefficient
CONSTANT
29.3573
FMOD
3.3101
LUM
4.8254
FMOD*LUM
-1.8716

RELAX6
0.1365
0.0075
p-Value
0.0000
0.0010
0.0967
0.0072

Percent relaxation, 8% strain
Dependent Variable
Adjusted Squared Multiple R
Model p value
Effect
Coefficient
CONSTANT
33.1022

RELAX8
n/a
n/a
p-Value
0.0000

Toe modulus
Dependent Variable
Adjusted Squared Multiple R
Model p value
Effect
Coefficient
CONSTANT
388.2400
MEAN_FIB
-4.0228
BGN
10.1016
FMOD
-96.5444
LUM
17.4985
DCN*BGN
-0.6434
FMOD*LUM
-6.6447
FMOD*MEAN
1.0461
DCN
0.8011

TOE
0.2973
0.0018
p-Value
0.0029
0.0031
0.0120
0.0068
0.0077
0.0081
0.0018
0.0049
0.1173
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